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The U.S. Coast Guard has been continuously asked to perform 
more missions with less resources. Technological advances in 
telccommunieations and inforrnabon systems accessibility have played a 
major role in the Coast Guard meeting these challenges. However, to 
meet new demands for even greatcr efficiency and effectiveness, the 
Coast Guard strategy fOT tighter interoperabiJity between Coast Guard 
commands must continue to evolve. To support this evolution, the 
Command, Control. and Communication Branch of the Coast Guard 
must use a strategy for project management that will fostcr greater 
efficiency and effectiveness. This strategy should include a standardized 
approach to project management that fosters communication, attent.ion 
to detaU, and leads to interopcrability of systems through 
standardizabon without extensively ]jmjting creativity or usc of 
technological advances. 
This paper demonstrates how the use of systems thinking, and in 
particular the Structured Approach Model, can encouragc the 
management. eharactcristics that. will lead to the developmcnt of more 
effective telecommunicat.ions projects and completion of those projccts in 
a more efficient manner. This paper explains the seven phases of the 
Structurcd Approach Model and Views each using the functional , 
organizabonal. and physical prospectives. Steps for applying the model 
are given and are aimed at t.he Coast Guard project officer. 
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I . INTRODUCTION · 
A. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this thesis is to outline a structured approach to 
assist US Coast Guard project officers in developing and planning a 
major telecommunications system replacement project. This 
methodology will provide processes to support the project officer in 
soliciting, documenting, and tracking project requirements using a 
"'systems approach." This thesis will develop methods for completing a 
baseline assessment, developing a target architecture, and selecting a 
migration path from available alternative technologies. The selection 
process will indudt a cost-effectiveness analysis. 
The replacement project for the Coast Guard '5 Bay Area 
Communications System (SACS) in the San Francisco area will be used 
to illustrate the application or this methodology. Where actual data is 
not available, assumptions (or estimates) will be used for the express 
purpose of illustrating the methodology. 
T he purpose of this thesis is NOT to recommend a particular 
alternative for the SACS replacement project. The purpose is to provide a 
methodology that encourages project officers to plan and develop their 
projects using a systems view and provide a number of processes and 
procedures they can use in doing so. 
The primary research questions for this thesis included: 
1. How can the structured approach model be used to ensure all 
aspects of the project arc considered? 
2. How can the existing functional requirements and any new 
functional requirements expected to arise over the new system's 
life-cycle be gathered and documented? 
3. How can we track the functional requirements for each site, the 
physical capacities for each site, and the technological 
alternatives that can most effectively meet these constraints? 
4. Once the alternatives for each site have been documented, how 
can we choose the most cost effective alternative? 
a) What criteria should be used to select the alternatives? 
b) How should the chosen criteria be weighted for 
comparison? 
c) Who should develop the criteria weights? 
5. What t:Ypesofresistancc to change may arise? 
6. What can be done to overcome resistance to change? 
B. DISCUSSION 
We live in an era of very complex technologies and system 
interdependencies. To cover all the bases, a project officer must consider 
a project from many different aspects. Applying an existing list of project 
considerations is not sufficient, for every project is unique in some 
manner. A solution rests in the usc of "systems thinking" conccpts and 
applying a modcl that provides an analytical framework on which project 
officers can build their own list of considerations. The structured 
approach model provides such a framework for managing a project from 
conception of customer goals to maintaining the system after 
installation. This thesis will focus on the planning and developm ent 
stages of the structured approach model. 
A Coast Guard project officer for a telecommunications project has 
even more complex job than most other project officers. 
Telecommunications arc a part of our basic infrastructure. Changes to 
the infrastructure affect many different entities, including those in both 
operational and support roles; therefore, changes to the infrastructure 
should be undertaken as infrequently as possible. For this to occur, the 
infrastructure must be designed to meet the uscrs' needs today and bc 
designed to migrate to meet future needs, with as little disruption to the 
user as possible. 
This takes proper planning and a great deal of knowledge, 
cooperation, and coordination. The user understands what must be 
done to complete the missions, but the project officer is thc technical 
expert. The user must help the project. officer understand every proccss 
uscd to complete thc m ission. The project officer must educate the user 
as to how technology can help h im more effectively complete the mission. 
Together, they must paint a picture of the users systems, as they exist 
today, and how they may change in the future. This evaluation of the 
users systems must all take place before any changes to the supporting 
telecommunications system can even be considered. In other words, how 
can the project officer design a supporting infrastructure if it is not 
understood what needs to be supported? 
This thesis steps through the phascs of the structured approach 
model only once. But it should bc understood that a minimum of two 
iterations of this model should be completed: once to cover the users 
systems that ride on the telecommunications systcm and once for the 
telecommunications system itself. 
The Bay Area Communications System (BACS) replacement project 
is an optimal project for illustration purposes. It contains most of the 
challenges faced when replacing a major telecommunications system. It 
spans some 25 site s spread over hundreds of miles and is located in both 
urban and rural arcas. It has at least 12 customer commands, 
sponsored by numerous headquarters' and pacific area entities. Site 




The Coast Guard first installed the Bay Area Communications 
Microwave System between 1985-1987. This system connected 20 
different sites using 19 analog microwave links . It was designed to meet 
the Coast Guard wide area networking (WAN) needs, within the San 
Francisco area, that existed at the time. The reasons the Coast Guard 
cited when justifying the construction of the BACS system [Ref. 1, p. 80] 
were to: 
1. improve reliability and transmission quality for voice and data 
telephone circuits within the San Francisco Bay area; 
2. provide all the commands ("units") subordinate to USCG Group 
San Francisco with the capability to directly communicate with 
ships, boats, aircraft, and personnel throughout the bay area; 
3 . provide an alternate routing to deliver textual m essage traffic 
between the communications station at Point Reyes , and the 
district office; 
4. replace existing UHF links between the communications station 
at Point Reyes and the commun ications center at Coast Guard 
Island, Alameda; 
5. replace existing UHF links between the transmitter and receiver 
sites at the communications station; 
6. reduce FrS (Federal Telephone System) and commercial 
telephone system recurring costs; 
7. provide FrS access to all bay area units; 
8. significantly improve communications in the bay area at a lower 
totallife-cyc1e cost; 
9. provide AUTOVON access at a lower cost. 
As the Coast Guard WAN requirements have changed over the past 
decade , at least six major leased lines have been added to the system 
and one microwave link has been removed. The system is now referred to 
as BACS and connects 25 different sites. Appendix A contains a chart 
4 
depicting the geographic location and inter-connection of lhe sit es served 
by Ulis system. The SACS interconnects at least 12 differenr Coast 
Guard units which have mission -related communicatio ns requirements. 
The Bay Area Communications System must be replaced for three 
reasons[Rd.2 : p. 2]: 
1. the microwave links were built in the mid 1980's and are 
becoming expensive to maintain; 
2. the frequency allocations for the 2 GHz microwave are to be 
reallocated to meet growing civilian frequency needs; 
3. customer requirements have changed and are no longer being 
met by the existing system. 

II. SYSTEMS THINKING AND 
THE STRUCTURED APPROACH MODEL 
A. SYSTEMS THINKING 
1. Introduction 
Systems thinking has been evolving over the course of the 
twentieth century and is used in fie lds as diverse as physical and social 
sciences, engineerin g, and management[Ref. 6, p. 68] . Over this period, 
countless tools and techniqu es have been developed . Therefore, the 
scope of this chapter must be limited to presenting the reader with a 
broad picture of "systems thinking. H The intention of this chapter is to: 
1. emphasize to the reader the importance of practicing systems 
thinking; 
2 . assist the reader in understanding some of the basic principles 
of systems thinking; 
3 . generate enough in terest that the reader will perform further 
independent s t udy of the principles of systems thinking. For 
highly recommended reading material on the su~iect of systems 
thinking, sce Ref. 3. and Ref. 6. 
2. What is Systems Thinking? 
To understand systems thinking, we must first define a system. 
Thc Webster's dictionary [Ref. 4, p. ] 199] defines a system as,"A 
n~gularly in teracting or in terdependent group of items fann ing a unified 
whole. Our world is made up of systems. As these systems interact, they 
creatc an even larger, more complex, system." For example, the BACS 
system consists of a microwave systcm and leased lincs which interact 
together [Ref. 5, p. 1-1 ]. BACS can also be viewed as part of thc Coast 
G uard telecommunications system used to communicate with internal 
7 
and exte rnal entities . Viewed in this context, the.scope for designing an 
efficient system greatly increases in both detail complexity and dynamic 
complexity. Detail complexity exists when many variables must be 
considered . Dynamic complexity exists when any of the followi n g occur 
[Ref. 6, p. 7 1]: 
1. when the same ac tion has d ramatically different effects in the 
short run compared to the long; 
2 . when an action has one sct of consequenccs locally and a vcry 
different set of consequences in another part of the system; 
3. when obvious interventions produce nonobvious consequenccs. 
Systems thinking is basically the art of understanding how system 
entities interact. Peter Scnge [Ref. 6, p. 6]defines system th inking as: 
"a disc ipline for seeing wholes. It is a framework for seeing 
interrelationships rather than things, for soxing patterns of change rather than 
static "snapshots." It is a sct of general principles ... a discipline for seeing the 
"structures" that underlie complex situations, and for discerning high from low 
leverage change." 
Systems thinking consists of principles and practices. The 
principles help us to understand the basic causes for resistance to 
changc within a system. The practices, or tools, help us to understand 
the dynamics at work within a system and find leverage poin ts that can 
bring about change. 
3. How Can it Help the Coast Guard? 
The Coast Guard is structured, in a hierarchical manner, like 
many other bureaucratic institutions, with commands, divisions, 
branches, and so on. Each with spccific areas of responsibility and 
expertise. This, howcver, tends to lead to a kind of assembly line 
m indset. We take what is given to us, apply our expertise, and hand it 
off to the next one in line . This is done with very little forethough t of how 
our actions affect the actions, and work, of others. We rarely feel that \\'c 
can bring changes to "thc system," so we continue doing our part and 
blame the rest of the system for existing inefficiencies. 
For example, suppose that a leased line is required for a new 
system. The project officer requests the line, the telecommunications 
offiecr orders the line , and the financial officer pays it. However, there is 
no mechanism to tract the leased line through its life -cycle. The 
Maintenance &, Logistics Center (MLC) continues to pay for the line as 
long as it appears on the phone bill. In one instance Maintenance & 
Logistics Center Pacific (MLCP) found, by chance, that they had been 
continuously paying for four leased lines that had been disconnected six 
months earlier [Ref. 7]. In this example , each person did his job as 
assigned, but the system was not taken into consideration. When we 
look from each perspective view point, everything seems fine; but when 
looking at the system as a whole, and the outcome, it is obvious that the 
system needs fixing. 
4. Who Should Apply it? 
As leaders in the CG, we must encourage everyone associated with 
the CG to practice systems thinking. We must take the time to evaluate 
the ideas and issues that are raised , independent of who raises them. 
Programs such as Ideas Express arc great motivational tools to 
encourage the raising of ideas. Additional programs which may raise the 
level of systems thinking should be carefully considered; however, 




The purpose of this section is to encourage others to independently 
study and apply systems th inking. In these timcs of shrinking budgets, 
systems thinking is essential if we are to reach the levels of efficiency and 
effectiveness demandcd of us. 
B. STRUCTURED APPROACH MODEL 
1. Introduction 
Any large design project has many engineering and managemcnt 
considcrations which must be tracked in a project file as the projcct 
moves forward. This involves both detail complexity and dynamic 
complexity. The procedures used in this paper are organized using the 
structured approach model as seen in Figure 1. The structured 
approach model assists the design team by organizing the major phases 
to be completed over the system's life~cyc1e. This aids in tracking project 
d etails that have been examined. The model encourages the design team 
to look at the system from different perspectives. These pcrspectives form 
the framework for viewing the project in a "systems thinking" manner. 
This encourages the design team to consider the whole system during 
each project p hase . 
2. The Structured Approach Model 
The model consists of eight phases (exterior) and th ree perspectives 
(interior). The model breaks the project's life-cycle into eight phases, 
starting with "organize and plan" and fin ishing with "maintain system 
process." Each phase is viewed using the three perspectives: 1) 
Functional, 2) Organizational, and 3) Physical. Following is a general 
definition of each of these perspectives, or views [Ref. 2, Module 2]: 
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F.unctiOlli!J The Functional perspecHve helps systems eng ineers and managers 
understand systems by examining and describing the functions that systems must perform 
to meet system requirements 
~: The Organizational perspective helps systems engineers al"ld managers 
understand systems by examining and describing the cOl"lfig uration and the coordil"lation 
required for systems to function effectively and efficiently 
~: The Physical perspective helps systems engineers and managers understand 
systems by examining and describing the physical resources requi red by systems to 
perform their functions. 
®cgonllie - - -end Plan 
@">n<am System 
P roc l': !;s 
! 
~ unctlona l 
Organizational Physical 
Figure l: S!ruclured Approach Model; Framcwflrk (interior), Phases (exterior) 
The structured approach model i5 based on the model 
recommended in Volume four of the Departmen t of Defen5e Technical 
Architecture Framework of In fo rmaLion Management (TAFlM), 
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Architecture Concepts and Design Guidance. The TAFIM model d iffers 
from the structured approach model by breaking the project into seven 
phases, instead of eight, and does not take advantage of the perspective 
framework {interior). In the author's opinion, the inclusion of the 
perspective framework is the distinct advantage of the structured 
approach modcl. It requires the design team to consider the whole 
system during each phase of the project. 
3, How Can it Help the Coast Guard? 
Two major problems faced by project officers when dealing with 
large projects include 1) justifying the decisions made by the design 
team, and 2) h istorically recording these decisions and the reasoning 
behind them. Large projects normally last for years, from conception to 
completion. Due to military rotations and other factors, personnel 
turnovers can occur in both the design team and the 
reviewing/approving hierarchy. With these turnovers, information 
pertaining to the decisions made may be lost if not documented properly. 
Following the modcl, the project officer should record in the project 
folder all the information considered by the design team for each 
perspective, during each phase. This record can be instnlmental in the 
following ways: 
1. it can assist the approving officers in understanding the 
reasoning behind the d esign team decisions; 
2. it will allow entities outside of the design team to raise 
concerns, or suggest alternatives, not considered by the design 
team; 
3 it will help replacement personnel quickly visualize the project's 
history, see where the project stands, and comprehend why the 
project has taken the path it has. 
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Coast Guard voice and data telecommunications requirements will 
constantly change as technology evolves and mission, equipment, and 
software application requirements change. Therefore , the 
telecommunications system must also evolve to meet these requirements. 
By following the structured approach model, a migration plan to meet 
these changing requirements will already exist; however, design teams 
can only forecast the future with some inevitable uncertainty. As the 
future becomes more clear, the network manager may have to request 
adjustments to the migration plan to ma tch the actual environment. A 
well-documented migration plan provides an historical baseline the 
netv:ork manager can use to compare the evolvin g organiZation, 
functional requirements, and available technologies with those forecast 
by the design team. The justification for requested changes will be 
established much more readily by using a comparison to the well-
documented baseline than by starting from scratch. The example in 
Figure 2 illustrates the usefulness of such documentation. 
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1996: Imagine This ... 
In the approved plan, the BACS design teanl has chosen microwave 
as the optimal technology for the Mount Umunhum remote site. To back up 
the essential voice circuits. in the event of a microwave system failurc, a 
standby cellular-based system was chosen over a satellite-based system due 
to estimated costs (cellular: $lOG/mo., satellite: $15G/mo.). 
It is now 1999 ... 
The cellular-based system has worked fine, but the actual costs have 
l
aVeraged $125/mo. The network manager does some research and learns 
that, with the Teledesic and Iridium satellite systems operational since 
1998, monthly ~osts for a satellite-based system have dropped to SlOG/mo. 
and would proVIdc tWIce the data rate of the cellular service. This would 
allow the new CGXV data circuit to bc backcd Up, in addition to the voice 
circuits. 
I 
From the SACS project folder, the netwo.rk manager has available all. 
the considerations and estimates used by the design team to justify the 
cellular system. He can readily make a companson detailing the changes m 
environmental factors to justify s\vi tching to a satellite-based system. 
Figure 2: n/uslralion oj Documentation Ejfe.ctivcness 
4. Conclusion 
The structured approach model assists the design team by 
providing a framework for organizing the major phases of a large 
engineering project. It encourages the use of systems thinking by 
providing a mcthod to docume nt project decisions and the reasoning 
behind thcm. The documentation will h e lp those outside the decision 
process to quickly comprehend the project history and the justification 
used for the path take n. 
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III. STRUCTURED APPROACH PROCESS: 
PHASES I & II 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The structured approach model can be used at a variety of 
strategic and planning levels. This chapter will briefly discuss the Coast 
Guard enterprise-wide level, then outline the phases at a project 
officer/design team level. Although they will normally consist of two 
separate groups, in this paper the terms ~design team" and ~Architecture 
Work Group (AWG)" will be used interchangeably. 
B. ENTERPRISE·WIDE STRATEGY 
Any project considered by the MLC or HQ unit "t" divisions should 
correspond, in some manner, to the strategy outlined in the objectives, 
strategies, and goals established by the Commandant (this includes the 
program offices) . In the Office of Command, Control, & Communications 
(G -T), strategy is established by the Board of Directors. 
Phases I & II are the strategic and system planning phases. Phase 
I should be completed at the Headquarte rs level. using the corporate 
objectives and vision. to build a framework for the Coast Guard's overall 
IT architecture. Unfortunately, the Coast Guard does not have a well-
defined process to gather the IT requirements of the twelve Coast Guard 
programs (Acquisition(A), Engineering & Development(E), etc.) into an 
integrated a rchitecture. At this time, Headqu arters also lacks th e 
coordination to promulgate a set of standards that can accommodate the 
various program requirements. Although not currently incorporated by 
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HQ, the Strategic Approach Model could be of great benefit; they could 
use it to outline: 
1. the missions and goals of each HQ office (organizational view); 
2. the functional requirements necessruy to meet those goals; 
3. the work processes necessary to meet the functional 
requirements; 
4. the high-level standards for applications, data definitions, 
information platforms, and a telecommunications infraslnlcture 
that will1ead us in t.he direction of an integrated target 
architecture; 
5. a migration plan to combine stovepipe IT systems supported by 
individual programs into an integrated Coast Guard IT system 
serving all program requirements. 
The Maintenance & Logistic Center's Command, Control, & 
Communications Budget & Planning Division, MLC(tb), should use this 
high-level framework to define the problcm(s) the project will confront 
and justify thc direction the project will take. This could include , but not 
be limited to: 
1. combining requirements of various entities into larger projects; 
2 . ranking projects to meet priorities as outlined by HQ's strategic 
business plan; 
3 . the designing and implementation of projects to enable Coast 
Guard entities to meet the strategic objectives, as set forth by 
HQ. 
In the event that the strategic business plan is not outlined by 
t.heir superiors, the project officer must react proactively. Through 
personal inquiries, the project officer should attempt to ascertain 
whether the project can incorporate unlisted CG objectives, in addition to 
the objectives listed in the planning proposal. No project stands alone; 
its location within the Coast Guard C3 infrastructure must also be 
accounted for in this phase [Ref. 13, p. 22]. 
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C. PHASE I FOR THE PROJECT OFFICER 
The first phase in the Structured Approach Process is the 
"Organizing and PlanningH phase. The purpose of this phase is to 
develop an initial plan for the process of engineering and managing a 
system over time. This phase in the systems engineering and 
management process lays the groundwork for the planning and actions 
that occur throughout the Structured Approach Process. [Ref. 8, Ch. 6, 
and Appendix I] 
This phase will set the direction for the rest of the project to follow. 
The final products from this phase include: 
1. initial Executive Guidance; 
2. the PURPOSE of the system-in-focus; 
3. a VISION for the desired system end-state that accomplishes 
the PURPOSE; 
4. an initial PLAN for achieving the VISION; 
5. initial Executive Approval and Support. [Ref. 9 , p. M3 -6] 
1. Organizational View 
Some of the high-level Mission/Vision strategic drivers for t.he 
BACS begin with the Commandant's Direction[Ref. 10]; in particular, 
Goal #8 stat.es, "Pursue and exploit new technologies to achieve gains in 
productivity and enhance mission performance." The objectives outlined 
to meet this goal include: 
1. redirect efforts in Research and Development. to further mission 
productivity; 
2. use technology to enhance maritime safety, surveillance and 
environmental systems; 
3 . be a partner with DOT's R&D efforts to develop integrated smart 
transportation and navigation information systems; 
4. manage Coast Guard information resources. 
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Each Coast Guard program that inputs or uses data (or communications) 
carried on the BACS will have requirements which must be considered 
when developing an infrastructure system such as SACS. Thc timeframe 
for meeting the goals set by the Mission/Vision strategic drivers must 
also be derived. 
2. The Enterprise Tasks and Missions 
The goals of an enterprise are performance-based. In other words, 
"how do we want to perfonn our tasks, and the missions that drive those 
tasks. ~ This can be seen in the wording of the Commandant's goals; 
these words include, "redirect,~ ~use," "be," and "manage." 
Headquarters sets the Coast Guard-wide goals, but Congress 
assigns us our missions. The Coast Guard's response to numerous 
mission requirements can be modeled as a recursive process involving 
the Coast Guard and Congress. The impact trickles down to SACS. 
Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the mission-driven 
organizational architecture, the generation of new missions, and the 
requests for resources to meet the new responsibilities. 
The Coast Guard's San Francisco Bay area enterprise reflects the 
results of an evolutionary layering-on of missions. These missions are 
correspondingly reflected in the functionality of the BACS. The Coast 
Guard has adopted the policy that the small size of the service dictates 
that these missions be executed by small, multi-mission units. Each 
unit carries out multiple tasks, simultaneously or nearly simultaneously, 
on behalf of separate managers of the various program areas. BACS 
supports a similarly broad subset of all Coast Guard missions. The 
external Coast Guard missions BACS routinely supports can be classified 
in the following categories: 
1. Watenvays Management seeks to develop, implement, and 
manage vessel traffic movements in congested or high-risk U.S. 
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waters. Implicit in this definition is the U.S. declared limit of 
three nautical miles for its territorial sea. The three nautical 
mile limit bounds the system in focus from a strictly 
constructed legal perspective. However, as a matter of 
practicality, customs laws and the military concept of a 
commander's understanding of the relationship between time 
and space conspire to extend this bound to the inshore horizon . 
The waterways management area of operations is analogous to 
the concept of battlespacc developed in the Marine Corps· 
"Command and Control, FMFM 3 ." 
Authority is exercised in the waterways management 
mission through promulgation of federal regulations which are 
either short-lived locally-generated regulations or standing 
federal regulations. Personnel and a network of sensor 
equipment also form the Vessel Traffic System (VfS). The VTS 
continuously monitors certain vessel movements, with the aim 
of preventing collisions between participating vessels. 
2. Recreational Boating Safety aims to reduce the risk of injury, 
loss of life, and property damage associated with the usc of 
pleasure craft in U.S. waters. In addition to numerous other 
administrative components of the program, the BACS-
applicable portion concerns command and control functions 
exercised over the volunteers of the Coast Guard Auxiliary. 
Thesc auxiliarists volunteer their time and facilities to 
conduct intermittent search and rescue patrols .. When engaged 
in those activities, their boats and aircraft require a 
commensurate level of command and control, flight-following, 
and communications resources. The requirements are met by 
Group San Francisco, or a subordinate unit, using the 
communications capabilities inherent in BACS. 
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Figure 3: BACS/ Misswns/Resourws IlIustmtiDn 
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3. Maritime Law Enforcement concerns itself with enforcing all 
applicable federal laws through inspections, interdiction, and 
searches. The in terdiction mission is supported by a large 
resource-intensive operational effort, and an all-source 
intelligence effort. Both these elements arc major requirements 
drivers for SACS. 
The law enforcement "battle space" extends globally in the 
inteJligcncc collection and reporting mission, and operationally 
with regard to jurisdiction over U.S. flagged vessels. 
The law enforcement mission is also characterized by a 
requirement for a high degree of interoperability with other 
agencies and military forces. Since the late 19805' several DOD 
Joint Task Forces have been continuously expending resources 
in counter-narcotics interdiction operations with the Coast 
Guard, adding their interoperability requirements to those of 
the many federal law enforcement agencies. 
4. Search and Rescue includes the planning and execution of 
resource-intensive missions to locatc and recover people and 
property at sea and along the shorc. Some of the associated 
information systems supporting the search and rescue mission 
are at the highest end of the Coast Guard's range of information 
systems complexity. For example, the Coast Guard Data 
Ner-york component of BACS supports a mainframe-based 
s imulation software product which predicts wind and current-
induced drift that a shipwrecked survivor or disabled vessel will 
experience at sea. This in turn permits the allocation of 
resource effort to search in the areas of highest probability of 
detection. SACS is again called upon to disseminate the results 
of the search planning. 
5. Aids to Navigation is a mission composed of several distinct 
elements. Short-range aids include lighthouses, float ing buoys, 
and fIxed structures located on or near the water. Some of 
lhese devices are monitored via an electronic Automated 
Control and Monitoring System (AMSC). BACS supports the 
mission by transporting status reports on the associated lights, 
signaling devices, and electric generators . 
Long-range aids to navigation are based on several 
different forms of radio-navigation. The Coast Guard also 
publishes voice and textual reports informing mariners of 
hazards and other safety and marine navigation issues for 
waters in and near the United States. SACS supports the 
dissemination of this information and the management of the 
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entire program, and facilitates the collection of a useful series of 
performance metrics. 
6. Marine Environmental Protection exists to both prevent and 
minimize damage to the ecological and economic systems of 
u.s. ports, waterways, and coastal areas caused by pollution. 
The mission involves searching for a nd reporting oil spills, the 
management of cleanup operations , and the dispersing of vast 
sums of money for cleanup operations. These responsibilities 
are carried out by the Captain of the Port through the personnel 
of the Marine Safety Offices and Marine Safety Detachments . 
3 . Functional View 
The next question is, "what functional requirements are necessary 
to meet the strategic drivers." These will include requirements such as: 
L reliability requirements; 
2. security requirements; 
3. types and sizes of signals to be carried; 
4. signal timeliness (delay). 
To "manage Coast Guard information resources," the requirements 
should include minimizing maintenance and. network manager 
requirements. Therefore, any new system should include self-monitoring 
and diagnosing capabilities to a certain component level. To minimize 
netv.rork management, automatic re-routing (upon system failure) and 
automatic re-initialization (upon system repair) should be required. 
4. Physical View 
We must now address any high-level issu es that will affect the 
telecommunications architecture. These issues will include any 
promulgated st.andards for telecommunications systems and any existing 
policies or instructions that could affect the project design. The issues of 
environment and technology availability must also be considered. 
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D. PHASE II FOR THE PROJECT OFFICER 
Phase II in the Structured Approach Process is the "Define System 
Problem" phase. The purpose of this phase is to structure the system 
problem so that all subsequent engineering and management dforts will 
be both effective (doing the right thing) and efficient (doing things right). 
This phase in the systems engineering and management process bounds 
the problem and enables systems engineers and managers to focus on 
the most important issues and problems .... [Ref. 11, p. M3B-l ]. The basic 
product of this phase should include the Tentative Operational 
Requirement (TOR) paper. 
1. Organizational View 
Using the organizational view, we need to answer the question, 
"Organizationally, what cannot occur v.r:ithout the telecommunications 
project?" These deficiencies can be developed by comparing the strategic 
drivers to the capabilities of the existing system. Some of the possible 
strategic drivcrs could include, but are not limited to, thc following: 
1. relocation, or reallocation of resources; 
2. joint operations with other units and/or organizations; 
3. change in mission or role; 
4. efficient use of Coast Guard resources. 
There were 1:\\'0 initial strategic drivers for the BACS project. One 
was the goal to standardize the equipment suite used by VTS San 
Francis<.:o with the equipment suites being instaJ\cd at VTS New York and 
VTS Puget Sound. The other strategic driver originated in Congress. The 
goal was to free up a portion of the government controlled frequency 
spectrum for civilian use . 
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There are other existing strategic drivers, however, that must be 
researched before all the functional requirements can be addressed. 
Some of these strategic drivers arc being brought on by the Coast Guard 
streamlining effort. In particular, these drivers include the follo'wing: 
1. the merging Eleventh District with Pacific Area; 
2. the transfer of support functions from district offices to the 
MLC's; 
3. the inception of Activity Commands effecting the command and 
control stnlcture of groups, Marine Safety Offices (MSO's), air 
stations, and vrs's. [Ref. 12] 
Again, it is imperative we know where we are going, if we are to perform 
effectively and efficien tly. 
2. Functional View 
Using the functional view, we need to answer the question, "What 
HQ or unit functional requirements cannot be met \vithout the project?~ 
These requirements are extrapolated from the strategic drivers; however, 
they will usually come in the form of requests from units, or programs, to 
changc or upgrade functional capabilities. It is important to justify the 
changes in functional requirements to their strategic drivers. Project 
proposals which support G-T goals generally get high priority for 
approval and resources [Ref. 13, p. 21]. This statement could also 
include Area and Program managers goals, depending on the soW"ce, 
control and availability of resources. 
Some of the BACS functional requirements that cannot be mct by 
the existing system include, but are not limited to, the following: 
1. the ability to transfer digital data from remote sites to vrc San 
Francisco; 
2 . the implementation of new digitally-controlled equipment, 
including VHF radios, direction finders, and radar processors; 
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3. rerouting of signals, in the event of a link failure, within the 
telecommunications system. 
3. Physical View 
Using the physical view, we need to answer the question, "Is there 
anything from the physical view that is causing the project?" These 
could include equipment issues (e.g., lack of replacement parts, 
reliabi lity , etc.) or maintenance issues (e.g., high maintenance costs, lack 
of trained majntenancc personnel, etc.). In the BACS case, the 
equipment cannot meet the new functional requirements (i.e., operating 
outside the 2 GH7. frequency spectrum). The equ ipment also has high 
maintenance costs and lack of manufacturer support for replacement 
parts . 
E. THE TENTATIVE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT (TOR) 
The TOR is the initial phase in the formal requirements validation 
process and is usually submitted by the support/operating program 
manager when thcre is a perceived need for a new operational capability . 
The contents for a TOR are listed in Figure 4. The TOR is analyzed by G-
T (or MLCt) branch personnel to verify the requirement, determine if a 
Development Options Paper (DOP) is required, and provide alternative 
solutions. The project officer may have to assist the program manager 
(or requesting command) in writing the TOR. This is an advantage 
because it gives the AWG an early opportunity to help identify the real 
needs. If the formal process is not being used --which is likely--then the 
project officer should develop a "straw" TOR using the same format. 
When the straw TOR is submitted to the branch chief, it will demonstrate 
that the project officer has done the homework necessary to identify the 
true issues . [Ref. 13, p. 23] 
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The TOR summarizes all the end products of phases I and II. 
Using the executive guidance provided, the design team will have 
explained the purpose of the system. By developing the high-level 
functional requirements, the AWG can envision the desired end-state 
system and outline an initial plan for achieving this vision. The problem 
has been bound by using the organizational, function al, and physical 
views. 
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FORMAT FOR TENTATIVE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT (TOR) 
(3-page limit, excluding cover shee t) 
Cov.,!" Sheet. Serves in lieu of forwarding letter 
Suhject/Title. Provide a shOl1: one line subject/title 
General Description of Qperational Requirement. Descrihe the type of 
system needed and its geneT"'] concept of operations. 
IV Threat. The threat section should either address the threat the system is 
being designed to r.ounter, the threat environment in which the system 
must operate , or the threat to the environment that must be resolved 
V. Dcficiencies/Short£illllli:!g~ Sysrems. At a minimum classify the 
deficiency as one of the following: 
Operational Deficiency· inhibits the perfonnance of a mission or the 
execution of operational plans 
B. Characteristic Deficiency - inhibits the perfonnance of mission in 
accordance with doctrinally prescribed charactt:ristics (connec:tivity, 
security, speed, reliability, interopcrability,.,etc,) 
C, Conceptual Deficiency - d eficiency, when corrected ("an materially 
improve operations by providing new capabilities; solutions will 
requirt: s ignificant development 
Range of Cawbilities Desired, Outline, in gt:neral terms, the key 
capabilitit:s desired. Includt: capabilities requirt:d versus adverse ocean 
environment sensitivities, Allow broadest possible range of acceptable 
performance levels from modest improvemcnt of existing systems to major 
advanct:s 
General Affordahilitv limits, Provide an estimate (round numbers) of what 
the resource sponsor is willing tu pay (in constant dollars, using current 
year dollars for: a) RDT&E; b) avemge unit c:osts; und c) life-cycle cost 
(RDT&E, procurcment, installation, and five years of opo:ration, all 
appropriations), This affordability limit serves as a con straint, ratht:r than 
a fixed limit, for preparing the DOP 
Facilitiesl Platform /Ouantitit:s" Identify facili t it:s( ships( aircraft, etc, which 
""ill employ tht: system (if applicable). and estimate number to be procured, 
IX, Integrated Logistics SupQQIt.J:!!,§L Describe any required or limi ting logistic: 
planning considerations, including manpower/persoilllei(trainin g. Provide 
essrontial direction regarding the nature of the program required including 
compliance with or cxceptions to key policies and/or procedures 
X, ~J>:groundfReiated Efforts , Discuss inte rf<lcing systems, companion 
developments, etc" Identification of foreign systems that can rea"onllbly 
satisfy the range of capabilities specified shall be specifically rt:qut:sted in 
the TOR 
XI Program M'Inager. Clearly identify all program managers, who .. vill be the 
end user of th~ system, Also identify any other program man<lgers who will 
be affccted hy the acquisition, (i,e" the program managers of all floating 
platfurms or shore stations), 
XII Acquisition Strategy , Summarize overall plan for contracting and 
pror:urement, including contract type and inc:entives 
Figure 4; Tentative OpemtionnI Requirement {TOR} 
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F. CONCLUSION 
Phases I and II are the foundation on which any project is founded . 
If the project officer is not aware of the driving issues behin d the 
decisions made during these phases, the project can quickly get off track . 
The project officer should not only make a great effort to understand the 
driving issues, but should be willing, and a llowed, to question the issues 
and decisions ma de during these phases. The Coast Guard's Command, 
Control, and Communications ("1"') leadership must fonn and 
disseminate a well-defined set of strategic objectives for the commu n ity. 
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IV. BASELINE CHARACTERIZATION 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The baseline characterization is the third process, or phase, in the 
Structured Approach Model. The purpose of a baseline characterization 
is to provide the design learn a better understanding of the existing 
system. The baseline characterization must cover both the 
telecommunications network and the users systems. 
A baseline characterization of the existing systems is a critical phase 
in the process of targeting and developing either a follow-on or new 
telecommunications network. Without exrunining the current systems, it 
is difficult to determine the degree to which the telecommunications 
network must be upgraded or replaced. Determining the existing systems 
objectives, processes, and performance permits the design team to target 
an architecture that best fits the functions and objectives of the enterprise. 
The enterprise integrates processes and procedures, both manual and 
automated, for all Coast Guard mission areas and their associat.ed 
functions. In our analysis, the "ent.erprise" is comprised of U.S. Coast 
Guard units in the San Francisco Bay Area that use the BACS. 
To better understand the system, the design team will use the 
baseline characterization to gene'd.te <J high-level deSCription of the 
physical aspects of the user systems and existing teleconununications 
network. The design team will take the mission goals and high-level 
functional requirements gathered when we "defined the problem," and 
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break them down into more detailed requirements. Thcse requirements, 
in turn, will be broken into actual work processes and tasks which must 
be completed to meet the requirements. Again, we will use the functional, 
the physical, and the organizational perspectives to accomplish this. 
B. ORGANIZATIONAL VIEW 
The organizational viewpoint is concerned with the actual working 
processes used by the enterprise to meet its functional goals. These 
include working processes which are performed by personnel or by 
equipment. For example, a functional requirement may state, "'Group 
duty watchstanders shall transmit marine safety notices every four hours 
simultaneously ovcr the group area of rcsponsibility (AOR).~ This 
requiremcnt would include working processes performed by the 
watchstander (prepare Notice to Mariners, manually press switch, and 
speak) and those performed automatically by the equipment and 
software to enable the signal to transmit over numerous VHF-FM radios 
concurrently. 
When completing a baseline characterization on a complete 
information system, all work processes performed by the enterprise 
should be considered. As engineers, we must understand the work 
processes if we are to design the new information system to be both 
effective and cfficient. Some work processes are effectivc, but are not 
efficient. Prior to a telecommunications rcplaeement projcct is the 
perfect time for the Coast Guard. enterprise to consider re-engineering 
inefficient work processes. Normally, however, the telecommunications 
network design team will have veI)' limited resources. Therefore, the 
scope of this paper is limited to those work processes directly related to 
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the telecommunications network and the system ;3.pplications th;3.t 
interface through the network. 
1. Determine the Organizational Structure 
The definition of organizational structure used here is, ~The 
structure which controls the now of the work processes." This entails 
two aspects the design team must keep in mind: 1) the sequential 
procedures which must be performed to complete the process, and 2) the 
physical location of resources used to perform the processes. For a 
simple illustration of how important these two aspects are to 
understanding the system, we will take another look at the watchstander 
example. The sequential procedures include switching the console 
con trols to an ~all broadcast" position, which in tum initiates software 
that sends a control signal simultaneously over the telecommunications 
network to all VHF-FM remote sites. This signal switches the radios to 
the transmit position . However, the design team must be aware of the 
locations of the VHF -FM radios if they are going to design a 
telecommunications network to pass these signals. This example shows 
where the organizational and physical views converge. 
C . Functional View 
The functional view addresses the fundamental issue of w hat the 
system en;3.bies the enterprise to accomplish. This has two aspects. The 
design tearn m ust consider 1) each unit's functionality and 2) the role the 
exlsting telecommunications system plays in achieving the unit's 
elemental missions . The functional viewpoint's relationships to the 
p hysical and organizational viewpoints must also bc considered . 
On a superficial level, the BACS provides simple conne<:tivity 
among the entities comprising the Coast Guard in the Bay Area. 
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However, a more careful analysis reveals that the BACS provides the 
enterprise with a wide variety of functionality. These functions can be 
categorized as both mission area functions and support functions. 
Many of the mission area functions dcrive directly from the 
legislated responsibilities of the Coast Guard. These mission area 
applications are those which directly interact with the Coast Guard's 
external customers. These interactions are manifested in artifacts such 
as marine safety information, operational unit employment metrics, 
Broadcast Notices to Mariners, distress messages, and Urgent Marine 
Information Broadcasts. 
However, in this context, mission area functions additionally 
include those applications required to implement all specific end-user 
requirements, e.g., personnel management information for internal 
Coast Guard use. 
BACS' support functions include those common applications which 
are standardized across the various mission areas. These underlying 
services are available to several mission area functions as needed. In a 
distributed architecture, these applications would provide such services 
as electronic mail, text editing, and spreadsheet functionality. They 
would serve as building blocks which could be called by other 
applications, remotely, to contribute to their own functionality . 
In the BACS case, the services and functionality provided by each 
layer of the ISO/OSI 7 layer model of telecommunications provides a 
similar underlying suite of support applications. For example, the 
transport layer provides error and flow control services across the 
network to the session layer above it. 
In large measure, the functions the BACS performs in support of 
the Coast Guard are derived from the missions assigned to the Coast 
Guard itself by the U.S. Congress. Systems designed to meet functional 
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objectives can have other, dramatic effecls. The virtual organ izational 
reengineering that a networking infrastructure such as BACS can 
implement could help initiate and expand a horizontal integration. 
1. Functional Requirements of the Enterprise 
a. Determine the Users' Functional Requirements 
Each unit has their own mission req uirements, and therefore 
their own functional requirements. These requirements are the basis for 
thc system specification. 
Gathering and documenting functional requirements is a 
collaborative effort. The project officcr must work with the users, and 
othcr CG entities, to fully doeumcnt these requircments. These include 
mission sponsors (HQ program offices), support facilities, users within 
each unit division and chain of command. This collaboration will ensurc 
all thc functional requirements arc documented and cnsure functional 
requirements have not been misconstrued bet\veen the different entities 
involved. Evcryone must be working from the same shcet of music, so to 
speak. 
b. Rank User Requirements 
The level to which every mission is fulfilled must be limited . 
Limiting the mission also limits the functionality required. Thc limiting 
factor(s) can bc cost, technology, time, law, or any number of other 
factors. Normally, the functional requirements necessary to complete the 
mission are not spelled out in black and white. Every entity involved with 
the mission (i.e., mission sponsor, district, unit commander) may have a 
differing view on what level of functionality is necessary. 
For instance, the mission for thc Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) 
is to foster safe travel for vessels of a certain size or type through San 
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Franciscan waters, as designated by Congress. One level of functionality 
would be to prevent collisions between participating vessels. Other levels 
of functional could include preventing collisions between participating 
vessels and pleasure boats, or between participating vessels and floating 
logs. These three different levels of functionality require different levels 
of technical capability. The vrs would like to prevent collisions between 
ALL participating vessels and p leasure boats and floating logs . This is 
great for customer satisfaction , as well as job satisfaction. However, the 
mission sponsor, in this case (G-N), must be willing to foot the bill for the 
additional technical capability necessary to provide the desired level of 
functionality . 
What must be considered is the incremental differences 
between meeting the different levels of functionality and whether the unit 
(or sponsor) is willing to pay those incremental costs. The three different 
mission requirements mentioned above could be categorized as follows: 
CATEGORY 1: "must have" - the funct ionality required to prevent 
collisions between participating vessels . This is the functionali ty 
which all agree is n ecessary for mission success. 
CATEGORY 2: "should have" - the functionality required to 
prevent collisions between participating vessels and pleasure 
boats. This is the functionality which many feel is necessary for 
political or PR reasons. 
CATEGORY 3 : "nice to have" - the functionality required to 
prevent collisions between participating vessels and floating logs. 
This is the functionality which would make the mission much 
easier or satisfying, or add to the public's view of the Coast Guard. 
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Once a unit's functional requirements have been noted, each 
functional requirement should be placed into one of the three categories. 
This will help us during the upcoming phases of the structured approach 
model. 
2. Matching Functionality to the Information Systems 
At another level of abstraction, however, we can focus on the 
specific functions the BACS system provides in achieving the unit's 
elemental missions. This functionality is provided through ten coherent 
systems. Each is used to gather or disseminate information; therefore, 
we shall refe r to them as information systems. These ten independent 
infonnation systems can be drawn upon by the enterprise in many 
varying combinations of fUnctionality. 
The information systems that operate over SACS to provide 
enterprise functionality are outlined in the following ten subsections. 
Table 1, starting on page 41, contains an inventory of the information 
systems available at cach existing sitc. 
Coast Guard Data Network (CGDN) 
(1) Description 
CGDN is the Coast Guard's INTERNET, with access at 
all stations within the BACS. Each location has a computer terminal 
which is linked via microwave to either Coast Guard Island or Group San 
Francisco. These two sites are linked directly into the CONUS -wide 
WAN, enabling direct contact with all other CG entities . A functional 
block diagram for the CGDN can be found in Appendix B on page 150. 
(2) Functions 
1. Electronic mail; 
2 . Rccord message traffic (naval messages); 
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3. Marine Safety Information System updates; 
4. Search and Rescue Management Information System updates ; 
5. Law Enforcement Information System updates; 
6. Large Unit Financial System updates. 
b. VHF-FM (Voice) for Vessel Traffic System (VTS) & 
National Distress System (NOS) 
(1) VTS VHF Description 
VTS is a VHF -FM radio system linked on land by 
microwave, with transmit/receive sites located along the coast. A 
functional block diagram for the VTS can be found in Appendix B on 
page 151. 
(2) VTS VHF Functions 
VTS is a system used by Masters, Pilots, and 
Commanding Officers piloting commercial and government vessels in the 
waters subject to the jurisdiction of the Vessel Traffic Scheme (areas in 
and around San Francisco Bay). 
(3) NOS VHF Description 
NDS is a system similar to the VTS but broader in 
scope, with coverage from areas north of San Francisco (around Bodega 
Bay) to south of Monterey. While Figure 5 contains a simple illustration 
of the NDS fUnctionality. 
(4) NOS VHF Function 
The system carries out three completely separate 
functions: 
1. Command and con trol of Coast Guard cutters, boats, and 
aircraft in the coastal region; 
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2. Voice radio interaction with the public; 
3. Receipt of reports from mariners in distress . 
Figure 5: VHF NDS FUnctionality JUusimtion 
Air Control UHF Voice/Data 
(1) Description 
This UHF/Data System connects Air Station San 
Francisco with Coast Guard Island, and utilizes Mt. Tam as a 
transmit/receive high site for extended range coverage around the San 
Francisco Bay Area. A functional block diagram for this system can be 
found in Appendix B on page 152. 
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(2) Function 
The UHF/Data System enables Air Station San 
Francisco to exercise longer range command and control and allows 
Coast Guard Island to monitor the channels. 
d. High Speed Teletype/Data Network (/HDN) and PAC/NT 
(1) Description 
HSTN/HDN is the primary means of teletype (hard 
copy) message communications for Bay Area Coast Guard units. PACINT 
is an intelligence support link between COMMSTA San Francisco and 
PACAREA at Coast Guard Island. A functional block diagram for this 
system can be found in Appendix B on page 154. 
(2) Function 
HSTN/HDN supports the PACINT system and all other 
BACS teletype users for data dissemination for law enforcement and 
intelligence purposes. 
CGI Phone (Telephone PBX System) 
(1) Description 
This system is composed of microwave links between 
various sites, telephone handsets, and a BACS to PBX link located at 
Coast Guard Island. A functional block diagram for this system can be 
found in Appendix B on page 155. 
(2) Function 
Provides telephone service throughout the BACS area, 
and provides a connection to Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 
and Federal Telephone System (FTS). The system is used as an in-house 
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backup for civilian PSTN and FTS and as a maintenance phone for 
technicians working at BACS microwave sites. 
Miscellaneous Systems (HF Radio, Video, Radar, 
CAMSPAC Link, Alarms) 
(1) Description 
All of these systems are composed of similar two-way 
links from a home site to a remote sire, with various functions as 
described below. A functional block diagram for these systems can be 
found in Appendix B on pagc 156. 
(2) Functions 
The HF radio system provides high frequency voice 
communications from Group San Francisco to ships at sea, transmitted 
and received over radio equipment located at Point Bonita. Control sig-
nals which operate the equipment are also sent via microwave. 
CCTV video signals arc transmitted over T- 1 lines from 
four remote sitcs to the vrs center. The video is used to observe vessel 
traffic as part of thc vrS. Camera control signals are sent via T- l from 
the center to the individual cameras to select thc desired field of view . 
Radar signals arc transmitted ovcr T- l lines from one 
remote site at Point Bonita to the vrs center. The radar data is used to 
observe vessel traffic as part of the VTS. Radar control signals are sent 
via microwave from the center to the radar antennae. 
CAMSPAC Link provides a largc number of audio, 
data, and control signals, via microwave, benveen the transmitting and 
receiving sites at the Communications Area Master Station. 
Alarm signals are transmitted from remote sites, via 
microwave , to a monitoring station. This system is used in maintaining 
the status of aids to navigation as part of the Aids Control and 
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Monitoring System (AMSC). Alarm signals for security and equipment 
located at the remote sites are also transmitted back to monitoring 
equipment on CG Island. 
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Table I : Bl1CS Informnlion SySlem Invenwry 
Application Name Description Geographic t..ocation(s) W, Platform Served 
Typ< 
CGDN Coast Guard Data Network Co Isiaoo Data Pat);etSwikhcd 
Communications Area Master NetWork 
Stati<rn Pacific (CA.\:1SPAC) 
Air Station San FrallCiilco 
GraupSIlll FraiX:i~CQ 
Group MontcTey 
VTS San Francisco 
PacifIC Strike Team 
Station Rio Vista 
Station Bodega Bay 
StatiooMare!sla,nd 
Pan Security Sta. Concord 
" 
I VHF-FM NDS VHF-FM National Distress CG lsland Atidio VHI'·FM Radio 
-
System GrOllpSan Francisco 
Gr()UpMonterey Control Operator Console 
Station Mare Island 
Station Rio Vista 






Pigeon Point (JaildliDe) 
CarquenesHeighls 
TV HiU 
VTSVHF-FM Vessel Traffic System VHF·FM VTSSan Francisro Audio VHF·FM Radio 
Radios Point Bonita 
MOUlltlamaJpais Control Operator Console 
TV Hilt 
Application Name ~ Discrlption G~ogrtiphicLQcation(~) lIDo PliilfOtrriServed Tm 
UHF Air OHF Air Radio C6ntTol AJRSTA San FranCiSl;o Audio UHF Radio 
MoiifuTama)pai~ 
Para OpetatorCOi\sole 
CGI Phone Cd.Island Telephone"System CAMSPAC San Franclsoo Audio PBX 
(Telepl1one Remote Access Pacific"Sitike:'Team 
PBX) GroupMbnierey Craftl!!tel:face 
VTS'Radar \:"TS R!!dar Control .Point Bonita D," Surface.Searcll 
VTSSan FriInCisto Radar 




NMC CAMSPACTransmiti CAMSPAC San FranciW) AudiO IIF Radio 
XMIT/ReV ReCeive Site Link CAMSPAC Transmit'Site N 
Site LiiIk CAMSPAC Reqoiyo Si/¢ Data Operator Console " 
Control 
PACINI PaCific Area IJ:itelligence Link Pacific Atea (CG IsJa,nd) AUdio HFttadio 
tAMSMC $anF'rancjOCP CPfitrQJ OpctatorCoruiile 
AMSC Point Bonita Aids To Navlg,ition Gro~pSan Francisco Data Alfum System 
(ALARMS) Control and Monitoring System 
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D. PHYSICAL VIEW 
The physical view will outline the physical configuration, 
coordination, and resources required by the existing system to operate 
cfficiently and effectively. The physical view wiU be broken into three 
sections: 1) physical architecture. 2) physical sites, and 3) maintenance. 
The relationships of the physical viewpoint to the organizational and 
functional viewpoints are also of concern. 
1. Physical Architecture 
General Description 
The Bay Area Communications System (SACS) is an 
analog microwave system which operatcs in the two gigahertz (GHz) 
frequency range . BACS links at least eleven Coast Guard units to remote 
sites using 18 microwave radio links. Each unit is also linked to external 
nctworks (e.g., PSTN) through the telephone PBX system located at the 
communications system's hub on Coast Guard. Island . 
b. Existing System Configuration 
Since the entire analog microwave system will be replaccd, 
an in-depth study of the existing system's physical configuration and 
operating characteristics is unnecessary. However, a list of major 
components with their descriptions and locations will be necessary 
during the removal phase. 
Of major concern are the existing circuit configurations. A 
detailed study of each existing circuit must be completed. Information 
gathered on each circuit should include at least thc following: 
1. Bandwidth required 
2. Signal formatsjinteroperability requirements 
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3. Locations of circuit connections 
4. Sensitivity to data delays 
5. Sensitivity to disruptions in service 
This is to ensure the requirements of all existing circuits are considered 
when choosing and designing the network replacement. 
Hardware Components 
Most microwave links have a single antenna at each end. 
Each link end also has a receiver, transmitter, and "hot standby"' 
transmitter. This "hot standby' transmitter automatically assumes the 
transmission responsibilities when the main transmitter fails. Two of the 
BACS microwave links cover long distances over water. The water 
reflects the signal, causing a second signal to arrive at the receiving 
antenna shortly after the intended signal. These signal reflections cause 
multipath reception problems. Additional antennas and a technique 
kno~"I1 as space diversity are used at each end of these links to overcome 
the multi path reception problems. This approach enables the system to 
function effectively despite the long over-water paths required. 
2. Evaluating the Existing System Baseline 
An evaluation of the existing network must be completed. A "list of 
network deficiencies" should be compiled and include items such as 
links with high-fade margin rates, and required services not provided by 
the existing system. A "list of opportunities" should be collected and 
include items such as excess circuits and circuits that can be combined 
or deleted entirely. 
Measures of Performance 
Measures of performance (MOP) can be used to indicate 
whether or not a network meets the functional or technical requirements 
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it was intended to satisfy . The Coast Guard h as not been using any MOP 
to r.rack the microwave network 's overall pcrfonnance. No records of 
network failure, calibration, or component replacement have been 
generated . 
However, there are four communications-oriented measures 
of performance used by the Coast Guard to ensure the communications 
links between sites remain within nominal specifications: 
1. Fade Margin - Measures signal atten uation across a microwave 
link 
2. Receiver Signal Level - Measures carrier signal power level 
3. Basehand Level - Measures the incoming Baseband s ignal 
strength 
4. Idle Channel Noise Level- Measures the amount of noise 
created by the microwave system itse lf. 
Since any alternative supportin g system would likely be 
based on a di fferent technology, additional developmen t of MOP fo r the 
existing network would not be beneficial. 
3. Physical Sites 
Types of Sites 
There are four fundamentally d ifferent types of physical 
locations (sites) : "m cga-station" (Group San Francisco and Coast Guard 
Island), "station,~ "relay high site," and "navaidjend site." Their 
descriptions are as follows: 
1. The "mega-station" category includes both Group San 
Francisco and Coast Guard Island , the two primary 
communications hubs that support. thc comm and and conl.rol 
structure for this region of California. The two sites contain all 
o r mosl. of the communications systems previously described 
above in Section B, FUnctional Architecture . A drawing 
showing a consolidated version of the two sites can he found in 
Appendix B on page 156. 
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2, A "station" includes sites such as Grqup Monterey, Bodega 
Bay, and Air Station San Francisco. Thcse sites are primarily at 
the operationallevcl, and control specific missions within their 
re spective areas of responsibility. "Station" sites either control 
or receive information from "navaid/ end sites" directly or via 
"relay high sites ." A drawing showing a generic version of a 
"station" can bc found in Appendix B on page 157 . 
3. "Relay high sites" are located on topographically high 
locations throughout the BACS area, and provide the line-of-
sight necessary for the microwave communication links, and 
good transmit/receive locations for the UHF/VHF radios. These 
sites connect from two to six microwave links together. A 
drawing showing a generic version of a "relay high site" can be 
found in Appendix B on page 158. 
4 . "Navaid/end sites" are primarily remote scnsor (radar, 
television monitor, radio antenna) or navaid sites (light house). 
Control signals for these remote sites are received via 
microwave or T -1 lines, and the sensed data is returned to the 
controlling station via similar means . A drawing showing a 
generic version of a "navaid/end site" can be found in Appendix 
B on page 159. 
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b . Site Configuration 
Each site must be visited and an evaluation of its physical 
limitations such as space, power, "heating, ventilation, & air 
conditioning" (HVAC) , rcmoteness, tower limits, etc., must be completed . 
A table, such as that in Table 2, can be developed to assist the project 















10 x 4 
6x5 + 2x8 





10 x 4 6x4 
6x4+3x8 8x4+2x2 
3 (20a) + 1 6 (20a) + 2 
(50a) (50a) 
48 x 27 72 x 27 
Approx.20a None 
officer in documenting the sites physical limitations. This table will be 
essential when selecting altemative technologies a nd equipment for each 
site. 
Maintenance 
Network maimenance is performed to prevent or limit loss of 
communications, and repair the network a fter failure. The maintenance 
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resources required for the new network will normally differ from those of 
the existing network. However, a baseline of resources used to maintain 
the existing network is essential fo r planning. The project officer can use 
this baseline to: 
1. compute the estimated costs associated with maintaining the 
existing network; 
2. estimate the resources required for the replacement network; 
3. estimate maintenance costs for the replacement network; 
4. plan changes to the existing maintenance structure (including 
contracts, billets, ordering procedures, e tc. ). 
Since maintenance resources used for the 
telecommunications nen.vork may also be used fo r other purposes, the 
maintenance resources m ust be broken down to a level low enough to 
make these overlapping uses apparent. 
CG telecommunications networks can use both CG and 
contract resources. Quarterly and annual preventive maintenance is 
performed by Coast Guard Telephone Technicians assigned to the 
Telephone Technician Shop on Coast Guard Island . Preventive 
maintenance for SACS is both costly and very time consuming. 
Technicians are required to be at both ends of any analog microwave link 
when the network is being adjusted. This adds greatly to the amount of 
travel time required. Unlike a digital network, an analog network does 
not remove noise at each relay site by regenerating the original signal. 
Therefore, the network must frequently be fine-tuned to reduce noise 
interference 
Emergency maintenance is performed by the Coast Guard 
technicians when a link fails. Although no maintenance records have 
been kept, technicians indicate that approximately 1-2 failures occurs 
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each year. The link is normally restored within 3-4 hours, but, a link 
has been inoperative for as long as three days. 
The project officer must also consider maintenance to the 
building structures and surrounding grounds. At times, this 
maintenance is more difficult to arrange than network maintenance. 
d. Overall Assessment 
Without regard to the costs of operating and maintaining the 
network, SACS has satisfied the original requirements of a privately-
owned communications network. When evaluating the cost side of a 
cost/effectiveness assessment, however, the continued use of SACS is 
questionable. 
The network incurs explicit costs in a number of areas, 
including: 
1. Salaried maintenance technicians continuously on call; 
2. Electric power consumption; 
3. Recurring hardware replacement; 
4. Recurring preventive maintenance. 
Implicit costs of the network are more problematic. The 
most significant of these is caused by SACS being firmly entrenched in 
an obsolete technology: the analog microwave nehvork provides no 
migration path to high speed digital technology. The opport.unity costs 
associated with the limitations of this infrastructure arc severe. 
The most immediate shortcoming exists in the lack of 
significant broadband digital connectivity behveen 1) the Commander, 
Pacific Area's headquarters in Alameda, and CAMSPAC; and 2) the VTC 
and remote radar sites. This shortcoming immediately prohibits the 
implementation of the Coast Guard's goal to eliminate all dedicated 
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communications personnel at the Alameda Command Center and 
headquarters. 
While a concrete capacity figure is not forthcoming from the 
users, the existing technology clearly does not support the present vision 
of the organization. 
Reliance on non-secure command and control links via the 
VHF -FM system prevents the organization from achieving it is command 
and control requirements under it is national defense tasking. 
Limitations of the existing network again prevent the organization from 
migrating to communication and encryption systems compatible with the 
DOD. 
E. CONCLUSION 
The baseline characterization is essential to understanding where 
we are going and how we will get there. A well documented baseline 
characterization can prevent the design team from overlooking many of 
the smaller details that turn into major problems as the project moves 
fon.vard. By using the Structured Approach Model, a project officer will 
ensure all aspects of the baseline characterization have been considered. 
Opportunities for reengineering are clear. Feasible target 
architectures should be explored. A target architecture should be chosen 
which best matches the anticipated future requirements, expected 
technology maturation, and realistic funding levels achievable. A 
cost! effectiveness analysis must be conducted to support the 
procurem ent d ecision. A privately owned microwave network is only one 
of several possible alternatives to meet the future requirements presently 
served by BACS. 
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V. TARGET ARCHITECTURE 
A. INTRODUCTION 
"Determine Target Architecture" is the fourth process of the 
Structured Approach Model. Recall that the design team must determine 
target architecture for each of the users systems before a network target 
architecture can be considered. The purpose of the Target Architecture 
process is to outline the technical capabilities the final network 
configuration must possess to meet the user requirements. 
The new architecture need not be developed based on cost-effective 
or "business case-based" criteria. The real world constraints of 
cost/ effectiveness analysis and cost justification will be introduced in the 
"Select Migration Path" phase of the Structured Approach Process. 
At this phase in the process, it is desirable to define a target 
architecture that can be used to achieve the vision of the organi;:o;ation 
from all three views. Ultimately, constraints will come to bear on the 
funding of each project that is needed to achieve the target; but, for now, 
it is sufficient to flesh out the target to identify the full spectrum of what 
is needed to achieve the vision of the organization [Ref. ,p. 4-3[ . 
Sometimes an organization cannot implement the target 
architecture without either disrupting the quality of service provided to 
the enterprise or expending an excessive amount of resources to get 
there. Therefore, it is importa nt that the design team take the time to 
outline a set of alternative architectures that may become an interim 
target until the ultimate target can be legitimately reached. 
There are four conceptual levels of architecture that should be 
discussed; these are shown in Figure 6. The "baseline" is the 
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architecture that already exists; the "migration ~th,. could contain a 
number of configurations to be implemented over time to reach the final 
target (the firs t of these is known as the "base system"); the "modified 
target architecture" is the future architecture we may have to settle for 
due to system or cost constraints; and the "ultimate target architecture" 
is where we finally want to get. 
This section describes the overall process by which the 
architecture framework is extended by the design team. The issues for 
the design team to be concerned with during this process include: 
1. An extension of the vision as described in the "Organize and 
Plan" process; 
2. A description of the future enterprise and a desired future 
architecture required to meet future functional requirements; 
3. An identification of what can be extended from the current 
environment into the target environment. 
But what can the design team do if no vision exists for a future 
architecture? This can be either a blessing or a curse, depending upon 
Figure 6: Four Leuets of System Architecture 
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how much effort the design team (and the enterprise) is willing to put 
forth on the project. It is much like an artist being given a blank canvas 
and told to paint the future. If the artist expends some effort in research, 
he can get very close to the near future. Like the artist, if the design 
team does its research, they can target an architecture that will normally 
meet. the enterprise's fu ture needs But, without the research, it is just a 
stab in the dark. 
Now, we will take a look at some procedures the design team can 
use to design the targe t architecture. Here again , the three views have 
been used to ensure all perspectives arc considered. Figure 7 depicts an 
overall framework the design team can use while developing the target 
architecture. As we saw in the earlier phases, each view of the target 
architecture has some overlap with aspects of the other views (see Figure 
8, Figure 9, and Figure 11, below). This overlap supports the argument 
that we are developing a single, integrated architecture [Ref. 8, p. 4-4]. 
The design team can frequently refer to this meta-model in order to 
remain focused on the key aspects of the task at hand. 
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Figure 7: integrated Model with Component Relationships (TAFlM Vol. 4) 
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B. ORGANIZATIONAL VIEW 
1. Changes to the Existing Organizational Structure 
The organizational structure can be looked at in two different 
context. One is from the task prospective. This includes the enterprise 
tasking and the infonnation flow required to perform the functional 
requireme n ts. The other context is from the enterprise un it, or 
command, structure . Figure 8 highlights those areas that the design 
team should keep in mind while concentrating on the organizational 
view. 
Figure 8: Irt(egTated Model HighligfltiTJg Organizational View 
When evaluating the users systems, the tasking should be studied 
in great detail and changes recommended where appropriate. This 
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should be done with complete disregard for the unit structure. [Ref. 8] 
For example, suppose we are designing a new centralized information 
system for tracking cargo and shipping data for U.S. ports. The data is 
normally supplied to Coast Guard Headquarters' (CGHQ) from the vrs in 
the form of quarterly reports; they, in turn, have gathered the 
information from the port authorities. Looking at it from the unit 
structure context, we might electronically collect the information from 
the VTS. Looking at it from the tasking context, we see that it would be 
more efficient to electronically collect the information directly from the 
port authorities. 
Although the design team may have very li ttle input into task 
reassignment, it should still take a broad look at the tasking necessary to 
perform existing and anticipated future functional requirements and 
make recommendations for change where necessary. In this manner, the 
command structure will have the option to reengineer the tasking before 
the new system is put in place. 
2. Determine Other Potential Network Users 
Depending on the location and the type of telecommunications 
network implemented, other government entities may have 
telecommunication requirements that can be accommodated on a CO 
owned network. Although, at this point the type of network to be 
installed will not be known, the design team should kcep this in mind 
when visiting the enterprise sites. They should inquire into any other 
government interests that are located near the sites. Other government 
entities would be responsible for providing their signals to demarcation 
points located at the necessary s ites. They can also be required to share 
in the costs of the network. Since participation by outside agencies 
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could affect the target architecture to be chosen, these agencies should 
be contacted as early as possible. 
C. FUNCTIONAL VIEW 
To reiterate, functional requirements are those functions which 
must be completed by the enterprise for their mission(s) to be a success. 
We have already researched the existing functional requirements during 
the basic characterization phase. Now, the design team must determine 
what new functional requirements may be added in the future. While the 
Coast Guard's missions and functional requirements for seven to ten 
years from now arc not documented, there are signs which point to the 
direction in that we are heading. Many of these signs are now being 
posted by our leaders in the Congress, the Coast Guard, and the rest of 
government. 
Each of the program offices in CGHQ have assigned planning 
staffs. They possibly have already gathered information from government 
sources, industry, national and international committees and combined 
it with their own plans for the futu re. Their plans control the future of 
the network users . Therefore, the knowledge contained within their 
plans musl be captured and incorporated by the design team. 
It is up to the project officer and his command to determine what 
method is used to gather this information. One method would be to hold 
face-to-face meetings with the subject experts. This is the easiest way for 
many people to brainstorm and participate in true dialogue. However, I 
would recommend tha t before any meetings are held, the project officer's 
command send a formal letter to spell out the purpose, the pian, and 
request an individual be assigned to work with the design team. This 
will allow eaeh office to properly assign the task and begin the necessary 
research. This may seem like an inordinate amount of work, but proper 
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planning pays off. Once this information is obtained, meetings can be 
held to assess the impact on the enterprise's organization and mission 
requirements, and negotiate the level of functional implementation. 
By assessing the likelihood of major changes to the Coast Guard, 
and therefore the functions and missions, we can better analyze the risks 
of different target architectures. For instance, one alternative may meet 
today's requirements, but not be adaptable to future technology. 
Another alternative may provide more versatility for the future, but at a 
higher cost. This assessment of functional and mission change should 
lead to a number of different scenarios, each with its own set of rnlssions 
and functional requirements. These scenarios should be deeply 
deliberated on by the design team to ensure the target architecture 
chosen will have the highest probability of meeting the enterprises future 
requirements. Figure 9 highlights those areas that the design team 
should concentrate on while researching the functional view. 
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Figure 9. Integrated Model Highlighting FunClional View 
The functional requirements of the existing missions must be met 
by the base system (1st migration configuration). For each scenario, the 
future functional requirements of each unit should be compared to the 
existing functional requirements . If they are the same, or have 
diminished, they may be disregarded. If different, they should be 
properly labeled and added to the list of functional requirements. 
We now have a completed list of functional requirements which 
include those from the baseline characterization and the additional 
functional requirements considered for the future. It is now time for 
another round of dialogue and negotiation behvccn the entities having a 
stake in the project. This group must categorize the requirements into 
one of the three categories, "Must Have," "Should Have," or "Nice to 
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Have." Here again, dialogue and negotiation are the keys to developing 
an acceptable plan . This category infonnation 'Nil! be used to develop 
relative values for the functional requirements during the following 
phases. 
A date indicating the year that a functional requirement will be 
required should be attached to each requirement. The configuration 
shown in Figure 10 will be used here to represent each functional 
requirement. This notation will be very useful during the follow-on 
phases. 
F: thc function 
the assigned function number 
a: the catcgory the function is assigned to (i. e., I, 2, 3) 
b: the year the function is required 
Figure 10: Symbol Configuration Representing Functional Requirements 
Detennining the final categories for each requirement, and the 
date each is required, will take a considerable amount of dialogue and 
negotiation. The project officer must facilitate this dialogue between the 
program managers, the commands, and the different levels of users. His 
role is critical if the final systems are to be the most efficient and effective 
available . The final categories and dates for each functional requirement 
may depend upon the results of the cost/ effectiveness analysis 
perfonned in the next phase. Another round of negotiations may be 
n ecessary at that time. But for now we will assume they will not change. 
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D. PHYSICAL VIEW 
The artas the design team should be concerned with while 
Figure 11: Jntegrat.ed Model Highlighting 1M Physical View 
concentrating on the physical view are highlighted in Figure 11. 
While developing the target architecture's physical view, what is 
important is the underlying architecture, not particular equipment suites 
or softv:are bundles. To define the target architecture, TAFIM uses the 
terms Generic Application Environments (GAE), Generic Technology 
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Environments (GTE), and Generic Technology Platforms (GTP).l The six 
GTP's and examples of GAE's and GTE's can be found in Table 3.2 
In the absence of promulgated standards, the design team must 
choose the standards to be incorporated. To implement a standards-
based infrastructure, it is important to consider the scope and depth of 
the standards to be adopted. Fundamentally, all cases of standards 
adoption require answering three questions: 
1. What standards should we adopt? 
2. Where in our architecture should we adopt them? 
3. When should we adopt them? 
Standards should be selected for the users systems, as well as the 
telecommunications network. TAFIM, Volume 2, should be used in this 
phase. It suggests a standards-based model with sections for user 
interface, database, applications, operating system, communications, 
languages, management, and other services. The design team must be 
prepared to define the details that underpin each of the above sections of 
the model required for project implementation. TAFIM, Volume 4, 
Appendix C, can also be a good reference point for teams attempting to 
define the details of the standards model. [Ref. 8, p. 4 -28J 
• TAFIM, Vol. 4. Appendix D contains complete defmitions for these tenns 
~ An abbreviated definition for each of the GAE's, GTE's. and GTP's listed Can be found in the 
Glossary. 
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1. Requirements VS. Technical Capabiliti.es VS. Sites 
Once the functional requirement.s for the users systems have been 
determined , they must. be matched to the technical capabilities necessary 
to provide them. A matrix of Functional Requirements/Technical 
Capabilities should be developed. An example of such a matrix can be 
seen in Table 4. An ~X" placed in the column of a requirement and the 
row of a technical capability s ignifies that the technical capability must 
be provided if the func ti onal requirement is to be met. 
FuilcfionalRequirer:nent (Fn)JTechnical Cafu1bility:(TC) Table 
rI". F2~" ~). .... F4!:" F5,,,, F"'~ fi""; "'"," Fit" " 
Tel x x 
TCZ 
TO X X 





Table 4: Fundwnal Requirements/Technical Capabilities Matrix 
At the same time, a matrix depicting the relationship of technical 
capabilities and enterprise sites should be constructed. A suggested 
symbol configuration can be seen in Figure 12. With this configuration, 
we can tell at a glance what category of functionality has been called for 
and what is the earlie:st. year for implementation. 
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TCna:b _c 
TC: technical capability designator 
the assigned TC number 
a: the highest functionality category of the TC 
(Le., 1,2,3) 
b: the earliest year the TC is required; for the highest 
level of functionality 
c: the earliest year the TC is required for lower level 
of functionality (if earlier than b) 
Pigure 12: Symbfl/ Configumtion Representing Teclmical Capability 
Table 5 illustrates the Site/Technical Capability Matrix. The 
technical capabilities inherit their functionality categories and 
implementation year designators from the functional requirements with 
the highest assigned functionality category they correlate to. If the date 
Site (S)fI'echnical Capability (Te) table 
Site 
.('fC.~.' i'M'''''''I'~ 51 52 S3 S4 S5 56 57 S8 
Tei" ." 95 
" 
95 
TO" ...... 98 
TC3d '" 9s 
" TC4" 98 ... 
" TC~ij," 
" 
98 98 98 ,. 
Table 5: Site/ Tee/u ,lCa/ Capab!hty Ma tnx 
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of a lower category is earlier than the higher category, a second year 
designator is added to the symbol. 
For example, TC2 has a category one requirement for "98," but it 
also has a category two dale for "95." Therefore , the complete symbol 
would be "TC21:9!!-95.~ Note that if the functionality is category one, the 
date can only be moved earlier; if it is category two or three, the 
implementation date is negotiable either earlier or later. Instead of filling 
the correlation box with an "X,~ the box is marked with the date chosen 
for implementing that technical capability at that particular site. These 
dates can be changed in order to come up with the most cost-e fficient 
implementation schedule (depending upon functionality requirements 
and network implementation. 
The purpose for these matrices is to help the design team, users, 
and reviewers track the required functionality and technology in a 
systematic manner. It simplifies the proce ss of documenting which 
functional requirements drive which technical capabilities and at what 
sites the technical capabilities are required. It will assist in tracking how 
many equipment suites must be planned for and how much space will be 
necessary at each particular site. 
Once the above process has been completed for the users systems , 
the same type of matrices should be constructed for the 
telecommunications network. These will be very useful to all those who 
participate in the functional/technical dialogue and assist the design 
team while dealing with system migration during the next two phases. 
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E. THE BACS TARGET ARCHITECTURE 
1. Organizational 
With the new CG streamlining measures coming into effect [Ref. 
12], the SACS design team has it is job cut out. Many of the missions, 
functions, and workflows for a number of the SACS user commands will 
be affected (i.e., growth ofMLCP, dismantling of Dl1, new PACAREA 
rcsponsibilities, etc.). 
Because the streamlining measures are causing changes in The 
"system," the SACS project has actually come at an opportune moment. 
As we discussed in chapter one, one biggest stumbling b lock to 
implementing change is overcoming the resistance . In this case, the 
"system" is already facing mandatory change. With the inves tment of 
some resources, PACAREA and MLCP have the perfect opportunity to rc-
engineer some of the marc ineffective or inefficient workflows. This could 
lead to much greater savings in the future. 
Even if the command structure does not take advantage of this 
opportunity, the design team must still re-evaluate the 
telecommunication needs for each of these units. This is critical if they 
are to design a network capable of serving this newly organized 
enterprise, today, and into the fUllire. 
There is the possibility the BACS network could be used by other 
government agencies. Many of the remote sites are located next to 
equipmen t owned by the Navy, Forest Service, Federal Aviation 
Administration, and others. These agencies should be spoken with 
before the project gets too far into the planning stage. 
2. Functional 
The BACS network is a very large, complex project. The required 
fUnctionality of the different user commands covers the scale from one 
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end to the other. Due to this size and complexity, the project officer 
should implement a procedure, like the procedures suggested above, to 
track and document the project. 
The opinions on the required level of functionality vary in the same 
way. Because the political level of functionality is above that of the 
project officer, he must assume the role of facilitator. He must 
encourage dialogue and lead the entities involved to a consensus. The 
group must be willing to explore new possibilities and work together for 
the good of the whole enterprise. 
3. Physical 
With all the recent changes in the telecommunications industry, 
we must be careful not to lock ourselves into a given technology or way of 
doing business because "that is the way it is always been done." If this 
occurs, we will be limiting our opportunities to take advantage of the 
before-mentioned advances. 
F. CONCLUSION 
By using the Structured Approach Model, we have systematically 
completed the following: 
1. We have considered the CG-wide visions and strategy for which 
our project can help, or hinder, implementation. 
2. We have defined the problem by listing the visions and 
operational requirements which cannot be met by the system 
along with any existing limitations or discrepancies with the 
physical structure which justifY replacement. 
3. We have drawn a limited picture of "where we are" with respect 
to user systems by inventorying the physical sites and 
resources, studying work-flow patterns, and collecting user 
requirements. We have drawn the same kind of picture for the 
existing telecommunications nern'ork by inventorying the sites 
and resources, studying the existing circuits and network 
management techniques. 
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4. We have determined "where we want to go" by attempting to 
collect future requirements, by considering possible changes to 
organizational structure and business processes, and by 
determining a standards-based system architecture that can 
meet the functional requirements independent of a specific 
technology implementation. We have also developed a matrix 
that correlates the functional requirements with the technical 
capabilities required to implement them and a matrix that 
correlates the technical capabilities to the sites (correlates 




VI. GENERAL COMMUNICATION 
SERVICES & TECHNOLOGIES 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to review some of the basic 
communicaLion services, protocols, and technologies available today. To 
complete the target architecture, the design team must have an 
understanding for the technology that is available today and where 
technology is headed tomorrow. They should possess a working level 
understanding of the existing de jure standards and the architectures 
which form their foundations. 
This chapter provides a broad discussion of basic communications 
engineering concerns and some of the morc prevalent architecture 
standards and transmission media available today. 
The block diagrrun of a general communication system is given in 
Figure 13. The basic problem faced when designing a communication 
system can be viewed from two different aspects. These two views 
include designing a communications system that: 
1. Uses a given transmission channel as effcctively as possible . 
This means that the channel should convey the maximum 
possible amount of information in the time permitted, 
consistent 'with the noise introduced and the error in the 
received message that can be tolerated iRef. 14]. This vicw deals 
with channel effectiveness. 
2. Provides the most economical channel to use 'with the given 
message, consistent with the noise sources and the allowable 
error rate. The choice of the method of coding, as well as the 
design of all the components in the coder, channel, and 
decoder, must be considered to overcome these limitations. 
This view deals with channel efficiency. 
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In this diagram we can introduce cither a wired or wireless system 
in the transmission channel as a means of transmission interconnection. 
Telephone lines are an example of a wired intercon nection, while cellular, 
microwave, and satellite systems are examples of wireless systems. 
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B. THE BASICS OF COMMUNICATIONS 
In any communication system information to be transmitted is 
generally available in the form of an electrical signal that may take one of 
two forms: an analog or a digital signal. [n the analog case, the signal 
(e.g., electric current) varies continuously with time, as shown 
schematically in Figure 14(a). In the case of a digital signal, the s ignal 
\l.ill normally have one of two (and sometimes three) voltage values . 
These values represent the digital bits "0" and "1" (bit stands for binary 
digit), as shown schematically in Figure 14(b). 
An analog signal can be converted into digital form by sampling it 
at regular intervals of time. Communications by digital signaling is an 
increasingly important technique for radio communications. With the 
exception of slow (below 56 Kbps) dial-up circuits usin g modems, most 
WAN connections use digital transmission. Therefore , this discussion 






Fi.qure 14: Represenrarion oja} an Arwlog &grwl & b} a Digital Signal 
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will focus on digital transmission techniques. 
Digital transmission has a number of advantages over other 
techn iques [Ref. 15] . These include : 
1. the case and efficiency of multiplexing multiple signals or 
handlin g d igi tal messages in "packets" for convenient switching; 
2. the rela tivc insensitivity of d igital circu its to re- transmission 
noise, common ly a problem with analog systems; 
3 . JXltcntial fo r extremely low error rates and h igh fidelity t h rough 
crror detection and corrcction; 
4. communications privacy; 
5. the flexibility of digital hardware implementation , which permits 
the use of microprocessor, digital switching, and the use of 
large-scale integrated circuits. 
Digital transmission techniques require an analog-to-digita l 
interface (or vice-versa] when the original form of the information 
transmitted is analog. 
There are three basics required fo r data commu nications [Ref. 16] : 
L a physica l connection; 
2. a set of data commun ication functions perfonned by 
participating computers; 
3. use of common protocol for each communication function. 
1. Physical Connection 
Physical connec tions can be provided over many types of 
transmission media {e.g. , twisted pair, coax , microwave] . Connection s 
are made either over a dedicated link or through a switched n et\\'ork. 
Types of n ctworks wiIl be discussed further in section b4 -b7 . 
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2. Communication Functions 
The following are communication functions which must be 
performed by participating network computers: 
1. infonnation encoding; 
2 . encryption/compression; 
3. session management; 
4. error and flow control - from originating point, across 
network(sj, to destination 3; 
5. interaction with network; 
6. error and flow control - across each link between nodes; 
7. bit encoding. 
Due to the complexity of imp lemen ling the above functions, 
standard data communication architectures have been developed to 
decompose these functions into more manageable modules and define 
interaction between the modules. The four standard architectures 
include: 
1. IBM's System Neb.vork Architecture (SNA) - proprietary; 
2. DEC's Digital Network Architecture (DNA) - proprietary; 
3. ISO' Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) - open standard; 
4. DOD's TCP/IP Architecture - open standard. 
This discussion will focus on the open standard network architectures 
(i.e., OSI, TCP lIP) since these are the standards used widely by the U. S. 
government. 
3 These are unnecessary for dedicat"d conn~ctions. 
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Each of the communication functions mentioned above are 
contained within one of the layers of each architecture. This can be seen 
in Table 6. Each architecture layer uses protocols to specify how the 
functionality is to be provided 
Table 6.. Association. a/Communication FunCliortS with Architecture lAyers 
-----OSI Architec-Ctu-,-,-'--~Cc-om-m-u~ni~ca-Ct~io-n--'--O:DO:OO:D'--"-;;;T"'COCP jOO1pO---; 
Layer 7: Application 
Function Architecture 
Information Encoding Layer 4: Upper Layer 
(specific applications; 
such as Email, File 
Transfer , etc.) 
Layer 6: Presentation Encryption/Decryption Layer 4: Uppcr Layer 
Layer 5: Session Scssion Management Layer 4: Upper Layer 
~~ 4: Transport Error and Flow Control Layer 3 : 
Layer 3: Network 
Layer2: 









& Layer 2: Internet 
Error and Flow Control Layer 1: 
(across a link) Network Access 
Bit Encoding Layer 1: 
Network Access 
Standards (also known as protocols) based on the OSI architecture 
are developed by a voluntary group called ~Intcrnational Standards 
Organization (ISO)." These standards are then massaged and given 
fo rma l authority by the Intern ational ConsulT.ative Committee on 
Telegraphy and Telephony (CCI1~r), which is part of the United Nations. 
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The OSI architecture consists of seven layers. The networking protocols 
are contained within the first four layers. 
The United States Department of Defense (DOD) developed the 
TCPjIP network architecture. It consists of four layers. The networking 
protocols are contained within the first two layers (these correspond to 
the first four OSllayers). The OSI and TCP ITP architectures are 
compared in Figure 15. 
Each layer has specific protocols for specific purposes. For 
example , EIA 232-0 can be used for the OSI physical layer. This 
protocol defines the following five things: 
1. electrical: uses NRZ-L bit encoding scheme; 
2. physical connector: RS 232 25 pin connector; 
3. functional: assigns each connector pin a given function; 
4. procedural: specifies what computing equipment will do when 
it has a task to complete or when it receives a given signal on a 
given connector pin; example: when the Data Terminal 
Equipment (DTE) has data to send it will apply high voltage 
«3V) on pin #4, when the Data Circuit-terminating Equipment 
(DCE) receives high signal on pin ~4, it acknowledges with a 
high signal on pin #5. 
5. constraints: distance between OTE and DCE is limited to 
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7 layers 4\aycrs 
Figure 15; OS! & TCP/IP Archi(ectures with Examples olAssorialed Protocols 
There are also protocols which span across architccture layers. 
These protocols a re for spe.:.-:ific types of networks and incorporate various 
protocols from each laycr. For cxample, X.2 5 spans the physicallaycr, 
data link laycr, and half the network layer of the OS! model. IT consists 
of the following protocols at layers 1-3 [Ref. 161: 
1. Layer 3: X.25 Packet Layer Protocol (PLP) ; 
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2. Layer 2: Link Access Protocol ~B" (LAP-B); 
3. Layer 1: X.21 or EIA 232-D. 
Some of these protocols can be applied under either architecture 
X.25 is a good example. If X.25 is used with the TCP lIP model, protocols 
for the internet, transmission, and upper levels would be applied. If X.25 
is used with the OSI model, the CLNP protocol is applied to complete the 
n etwork layer, then protocols for layers 4 - 7 are applied. 
4. Types of Communication Networks 
So why are there so many protocols? The protocols chosen to 
perform the functions of the different layers depend on the type of data 
sent, the type of netvwrk used to send it, and the method for completing 
each function that the engineer considers best for the situation. Since 
the protocols dealing with the telecommunications network are contained 
within the first four OSI levels (first two Tep/I? levels), we will limit the 
following discussion to those levels. Sections b5 - b8 correspond to the 
first four layers of the OSI model; they briefly describe: 1) the different 
types of circuits and 2) the methods for implementing the 
communications functions assigned to that architecture layer 
5. Physical Layer 
As discussed earlier, there are two types of data: 1) analog, and 2) 
digital. The analog data can come from an analog source (i.e., voice, 
multimedia) or it can be digital information converted to analog by a 
modem. Analog data can only be carried on broadcast networks. Recall, 
these are networks which contain fixed, or dedicated, paths from sender 
to receiver. Digital information can come from a digital source (e .g., 
computer, ISDN telephone) or can be analog information that has been 
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digitized . Digital data can be carried on either broadcast or switched 
networks. 
To compensate for loss of signal strength over long distances, 
analog circuits normally contain amplifiers at intermediate points to 
boost signal strength. In addition to boosting signal strength, the 
amplifiers also boosts any noise that has been introduced to the signal. 
As the signal travels from amplifier to amplifier, more noise is 
introduced, and subsequently amplified. This leads to a drop in the 
Signal-To-Noise ratio, a measurement of signal degradation. Digital 
circuits incorporate repeaters instead of amplifiers. As long as the digital 
signal is strong enough to recognize the individual bits are recognizable, 
the repeater regenerates the signal faithfully and sends it on. This 
prevents any noise introduced to the signal from being passed on from 
link to link. 
6. Data Link Layer 
The Data Link Layer is responsible for reliable transmission of data 
across a single switched ne twork link, or from point-to-point across a 
broadcast network. There are three controls that lead to reliability: 
1. error control; 
2. flow control (at message level); 
3. access control (a t network level). 
We will discuss various methods used to apply error and flow control. 
Access control applies mainly to LAN's; therefore, it is beyond the scope 
of this paper. 
There are three types of error detection used in the DLL: 1) Parity 
Check, 2) Two-dimensional Parity Check (LRC and VRC), and 3) Cyclical 
Redundancy Check (CRC). To provide error and flow control, the signal 
binary bits must first be packaged with the overhead bits into frames. 
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There are three frame fonnats, depending on what the signal data is 
oriented to: 1) Asynchronous, 2) Character-oriented Synchronous, and 3) 
Bit-oriented Synchronous. Figure 16 (a, b, e) depiet the various 
segments of each type of frame . If an error is detected, re-transmission 
of frame is requested. 
I Parity Bit 11-2 SlOp Bit(s) I 
FRAME 
a} Asynchronous 
1 Sync. Char. I Control Char. I Data Char. (mulilpl~s of8 bits) 1 Control Char. 1 Sync. Char 
FRAME CHECK SEQUENCE FRAME CHECK SEQL'ENCE 
h) Character-Oriented Synchronous 
FRA'\1E CHECK SEQUEKCE FR.A]l.l£ CHECK SEQUENCE 
Prc-Ddined S~qu~ nc~) (Pr~-Defin~d Sequ~n~) 
c Bit-Oriented S nchronous 
Figure 16; Frame Formatslor Digilnl SignaL .. 
There are two methods used for flow control: 1) Stop & Wait, and 2) 
Sliding Window. Under the Stop & Wait method, the sending DTE sends 
one fraIIle and waits for the receiving DTE to send a "received" 
acknowledgment. Once the acknowledgment is received by the sender, 
the sender will send the n ext fraIIle, and so on. The Sliding Window 
utilizes a First-inJFirst-out (FIFO) buffer in the receiving DTE. The 
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sending DTE be.gins sending frames, not waiting for "received" 
acknowledgments. The "window" is the number of frames the sending 
DTE will send out before stopping and waiting for "receive.d" 
acknowledgments to return. As the receiving DTE receives the fra.mes, 
they are placed in the FIFO buffer. As the receiving DTE processes the 
frrunes, it sends acknowledgments back to the sender. rfmore frrunes 
arrive than the buffer can hold, they are automatically discarded. The 
sending DTE will send the number of frames specified for the "window." 
If it still has not received acknowledgment for the first frame in the 
window, it will time-out and automatically re-send that. frame. 
If an acknowledgment is lost, the sender will continue to send 
frames until the "window" limit is reached. It v..-ill then time-out and 
automatically re-send the unacknowledged frame. When the receiving 
DTE receives the same frame a second time, it will send a second 
acknowledgment, then throwaway t he frame (since that particular frame 
was already processed the first time it was sent). 
If the receiving DTE detects an en-or (using parity or CRC 
checking), it will pass the frame back to the 110w control. This will cause 
a negative acknowledgment to be sent back to the sending DTE. Upon 
receipt of the negative acknowledgment, the sending DTE will re-send the 
frame. 
There is one more set of optional methods that can be applied 
under the "Sliding Window" method. These methods are called "Selective 
Repeat," and "Go Baek-N.~ Anytime the receiving DTE has to send a 
negative acknowledgment, the following will occur under the two 
methods: 
1. Selective Repeat - The receiving DTE will keep all additional 
frames it receives until the bad fraJI1e is received correctly 
(provided the buffer has enough room). 
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2. Go Back-N - Once a negative acknowledgment has been sent, 
the receiving DTE will dump all incoming frames until the bad 
frame is received correctly. 
Anytime the sending DTE times out, the following will occur under 
the two (sub)methods: 
1. Selective Repeat - The sending DTE will re-send only the frame 
that caused it to time-out. The receiving DTE will keep all 
additional frames it receives until the frame causing the time-
out is received . 
2. Go Back-N - Once the sending DTE times out, the sending DTE 
will begin re-sending all frames, beginning with the frame that 
caused the time-out. If the receiving DTE had received all the 
frames, it will dump them the repeated frames the second time 
they are received. 
Table 7 summarizes the available Frame Format/Error 
Control/Flow Control combinations. As an example, the OSI's High-level 
Data Link Control (HDLC) uses the following combinations: 
"HDLe => Bit-oriented Synchronous...." CRC ...." Sliding Window." 





7. Network Layer 
Error Control Flow Control 
Parity bit Stop & Wait 
Stop & Wait 
LRC or CRC 
CRC 
Sliding Window 
Stop & Wait 
Sliding Window 
This section is mainly edited and abbreviated from Ref. 16. As 
mentioned before, the communication functions contained within the 
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network layer are not needed for broadcast or dedicated networks. The 
network layer is responsible for interaction with a "switched network" 
(i.e., circuit-switched, packet-switched, or fast packet-s" .. itched network) 
or a group of networks. The protocols contained within the network layer 
define : 
1. the formal of messages (or packets) deliverable across 
network{s); 
2. how each message (or packet) format incorporates "connection-
oriented" or "connection less" network services; 
3. which message (or packet) fonnats initiate and tenninate 
network connections; 
4. what cach message (or packet) format docs when messages (or 
packets) are lost or damaged "'rithin thc network (i.e., error and 
flow control across the network) . 
After defining how "connection-oriented," "connectionless," and 
"fast-packet switching (FPS)" nctwork services intcract with nem'orks, 
this section will discuss the various message (or packet) fonnats 
includ ing their benefits and constraints. We will then u se the X.25 
protocol to illustrate how the sub-protocols (protocols contained within 
different levels of the X.2S protocol) apply the characteristics of the 
packet fonnat and network service. 
"Connectjon~oriented" VS. "Connectionless" Service 
The two types of switched nem'orks consist of "Connection-
oriented" and "Connectionless." Both services share one trait, both use 
what. is called "store anti forward" message delivcly. This simply means 
that the message , or packet, is passed from network node to network 
node; at eaeh node, the message (package) is stored in either memOlY or 
on disk until the node can transmit the message (package) on to the next 
node . 
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Connection-oriented service is also known as "virtual circuit 
service ." This ncnvork-layer service goes through three stages: 1) 
establishes connection, 2) transfers data, and 3) disconnects connection. 
Rather than establishing a dedicated circuit, it establishes a "logical 
circuit~; this means that all the data packets will pass through the same 
nodes until finally reaching the destination. This type of service does the 
following: 
1. it assures that the packets will arrive in the same order as sent; 
2 . it allows the network nodes to request re-transmission as soon 
as a packet is lost or damaged; 
3. the nodes can pass the packets to the next node faster because 
it does not have to strip the frame from the data and repackage 
it in a frrune containing the next node address; 
4. it allows other data from various sources, to use the same lines; 
thus providing greater line efficiency. 
Connectionlcss services come in two flavors: message-
switched and datagrrun. Connectionless services do not usc the same 
path for an entire session like the connection-oriented. Instead each 
node makes a decision based on information it receives from the 
surrounding nodes. Each node chooses the "least cost" node out of the 
nodes that are available. The netvvork control center decides which node 
is the best alternative (least-cost). This decision-making has nothing to 
do with the network layer. 
The message-switched service passes the whole message at 
one time. Once the message is received at a node, it is temporarily 
stored on disk and then passed on to the next available "least-cost" nodc. 
Since messages can vary to practically any length, the delay at each node 
(consisting of receiving time plus queuing delay time) will be relatively 
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long and highly variable. This makes message -switching inappropriate 
for real-time or interactive systems. 
Datagram services send packets of data; they also limit the 
size of each packet. This, in tum, limits the delay experienced at each 
node. The packets are small enough to be stored in memory rather than 
on disk. However, since each packet is sent to the next "least-cost" node, 
and does not follow a given route, the packets can arrive at the 
desti nation out of order. Table 8 sums up the differences between the 
connection-oriented and connectionless services. 
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'fable 8' Network Layer Services ,Summary 
packet-switched 
circuit type I circuit-switched meslalle-Iwitched datagram ~ual-circuit 
data transfer I dedicated path store & forward store & forward store & forward 
type of data I N/A me»sage packet packet 
type of route I dedica ted route for route for each message route fo r each package route for ent ire session 
entire session (using control packet) 
benefits I * little end-to-end 
delay, circuit is 
established 
• no limit on message size I * does not have to establish I * provides link-Io-link 
• greater line efficiency a virtual circuit 
• greater line efficiency 
* best for bulk data 
en or & flow control 
• packets a rrive in order 
appropriate for real-time & 
interactive tra ffic 
• greater line efficiency 
constraints I * inefficient for burst I' delay at each node • packet" may arrive out of I * "hort delay while virtua l 
~ 
traffic • inappropriate for real- I order 
• calls may be blocked I time or interactive traffic I * ina ppropriate for real-t ime 
& interact ive traffic 
path is e»tablished 
~ 
b. Fast-Packet Switching (FPS) Services 
Fast-packet switching (FPS) services are connectionless 
services that utilize permanent virtual circuits (PVC) established by the 
network manager. FPS includes both frame-relay and cell-relay 
technologies. They are designed for high throughput and low traffic 
delay while retaining the efficient line-sharing of regular packet-
switching networks. The high throughput and low delay is accomplished 
by stripping some of the protocol processing out of the service. FPS does 
not provide any network link-to-link error or flow control. Due to the 
high speeds at which infonnation is delivered using FPS, it is more 
efficient to allow the network layer at the DTE to request a re-
transmission, rather than check each message at every link. 
The two basic types of FPS include "frame relay" and "cell 
relay." The basic difference between the two is the length of the packet. 
The frame relay allows fo r variable length packets while cell relay 
standardizes the packet (in this case called a "celJ") length at 53 bytes. 
By using a standardized cell size, cell relay can implement hardware-
based switching. Hardware-based switching can occur much faster than 
software -based switching. Because of the variable frame size, frame-relay 
must use software-based switching. Frame relay can provide service up 
to 1. 5 Mbps, while cell relay can provide up to a minimum of 2.5 Gbps. 
However, due to the small 48-byte data package contained in each cell, 
cell rclay has a much higher overhead (-1O%) compared to frame relay 
(-O.33% - 4%). 
"As a general rule, the lower the speed (e.g., Tl and sub Tl), the more 
concemed you are with overhead for data applicat ions ... At levels ofT3 and 
above, the benefits of A TM outweigh the efficiency considerations. At 
relat ively lower speeds (Tl and below), frame relay more efficiently transports 
data." [Ref. 17] 
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The X.2S Protocol 
We will use the X.25 protocol to show how network layer 
protocols are made up of sub-protocols to interact with the underlying 
layers. The X.25 protocol is a connectionless, virtual circuit, packet-
switching protocol. 
At the network layer (layer 3), X.25 consists of the X.25 
Packet Layer Protocol (PLP). The X.25 PLP defines the necessary packet 
formats , such as the data and control packets. It also defines: 
1. what control packets are exchanged in order to establish or 
disconnect a virtual circuit; 
2. a sliding window for error and flow control. 
At the datalink layer (layer 2), X.2S consists of the LAP-B 
(Link Access Protocol; a subset of HDLC) protocol. This layer provides 
the link-to-link error & flow control for the virtual circuit. At the physical 
layer (layer 1), X.25 consists of the X.21 layer 1 protocol (or EIA-232-D). 
We covered this protocol back in section 8-3. 
8. Transport Layer 
The transport layer provides error control at the network level. It 
also consists of connection-oriented and connectionless services. 
"Connection-Oriented" VS. "Connection/ess" Service 
Connection-oriented transport services establish, maintain, 
and terminate the logical connections between transport users. They 
also ensure reliable end-to-end sequenced delivery and error & flow 
control. 
The ISO transport protocol for connection-oriented is known 
as "ISO TP (or ISO 8073) ." There are five different classes ofTP available, 
each providing different levels of error control. They are as follows: 
1. class 4 (TP4) error detection & recovery; 
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2 . class 3 (TP3); 
3 . class 2 (TP2); 
4. class 1 (TP1) basic error recovery; 
5. class 0 (TPO) simple class 
ISO TP-4 is functionally identical to the DOD TCP standard. 
The connec tionless protocol is "'ISO 8062." This protocol is 
used by applications that favor speedy handling over reliability; they do 
not need reliable transmission of messages. ISO 8062 corresponds to 
the DOD UDP standard . 
9. Conclusion 
In this section, we have reviewed some of the basics of 
communications to assist the design team in understanding the origin 
and purpose of various protocols. It is hoped that this section will be a 
useful rderence. 
C. MICROWAVE SYSTEMS 
In a microwave system, the transmitting and receiving equipment 
must be designed for the frequency selected, for the given transmission , 
and for the bandwidth required [Ref. 14]. 
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A microwave system consists of end sites and relay sites, as 
illustrated in Figure 17. A simplified illustration of a typical relay 
station, as part of the transmission channel, can be seen in Figure 18. 
Relay Stations 
t "'::- h ,~- ~(-z.r??-(-z.rr;~-z.~ ~"'" H ~""'. ; 
/ \ ! \ 
END SITE RELAY SITE E}"'l) SITE 
Figure 17: Microwave Relay Block Diagram 
The basic function of the relay link is to receive the wave from the 
preceding station, amplify it by the desired amount, and radiate it toward 
the next station. 
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Figur" 18: Simplified Microwave Relay Component Diagram 
A microwave site, of course, is not as :;in1pie as these diagrams 
portray. The system design will have to consider an interplay among a 
number of factors The following arc some examples: 
1. Tn selecting a carrier frequency, the higher this frequency, the 
greater the bandwidth that can be obtained for the channel and 
the smaller the antennas for a given antenna gain. However, 
the efficiency and reliability of available amplifiers is lower. At 
too high a frequency, atmospheric and rain attenuation may 
also occur along the propagation path. 
2. The larger the antennas for a selected carrier frequency, the 
greater the antenna gain. This permits either lower 
amplification at each station or a greater station spacing for a 
given amplifier. However, large antennas with a large wind 
loading increase the cost of each station; thus these advantages 
and disadvantages must be balanced. 
3. The use of tall towers or selection of station locations on high 
mountains offcrs the best propagation possibilities. This may 
permit greater station spacing or less expensive repeater design. 
However, it may increase the cost of construction or 
maintenance of the station. 
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4. Using wide bandwidth channels permits greater signal 
mUltiplexing or lower signal-t.o-noise ratios, hence greater 
station spacing, up to a certain point. The design of very 
broadband amplifiers and other components becomes 
expensive, and noise figure may decrcase the signal strength 
faster than the bandwidth improves it. Thus, a paralJellink may 
be a bett.er solution for incrcasing channel capacity beyond a 
certain point. 
In the design problem, interrelations among transmitted frequency, 
antenna size, transmitted power, recciver noise figure, and 
characteristics of the propagation path are again important. Pulse width 
and repetition rate offer two additional variables to the equation. 
One of the alternatives for BACS is the use of highcr frequency 
digital microwave system. For this purpose, a number of factors must be 
examined to understand the affects of a higher frequency. 
From a general standpoint, the design of a general microwave link 
requires performing an iterative sequence of the following steps: 
1. Path and site selection; 
2. Propagation and interference; 
3. Selection of equipment capable of satisfying the availability 
objectives set for the route; 
4. Final calculations. 
The microwave beam behaves much like a light beam as far as 
atmospheric influences are concerned. It is also subject to other external 
influences as described in the following discussion. 
1. Influence of Terrain and Obstructions 
The microwave beam is influenced by the intennediate terrain 
between stations and by obstacles. It tends to follow a straight line in 
azimuth unless intercepted by structures in or near the path. In traveling 
through thc atmosphere it usually follows a slightly curved path in the 
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vertical plane , i.e., it is refracted vertically due to the variation with 
h eight in the dielectric constant of the atmosphere. Generally, this 
refraction is slightly downward, so that the radio horizon is effectively 
extended. The amount of this refraction varies \I.'ith time due to changes 
in temperature, pressure, and relative humidity. These control the 
atmospheres dielectric constant. 
The beam can be reflected from relatively smooth terrain and water 
surfaces, just as a light beam is reflected by a mirror. This occurs 
mainly at small angles of incidence. A good illustration of this can be 
seen in the case of an asphalt highway. When viewed directly, the surface 
looks slightly rough and does not reflect light well; however, when viewed 
from a distance at a very small angle, it looks like a mirror or wet 
surface. 
An important concept in analyzing microwave propagation effects, 
particularly those of diffraction, refraction, reflection, and the effects of 
terrain and obstructions, is that of the Fresnel zone. The first Fresnel 
zone radius is a kind of '·rubber" unit, which is used to measure certain 
distances (path clearances in particular) in terms of their effect at the 
frequency in question, rather than in terms of feet. The second and 
higher order Fresnel zones are also very important under certain 
conditions, such as highly reflective paths. 
Although a microwave beam is conventionally shown as a line, the 
actual method of propagation is as a wave front, and the important 
portion of the wavefront. involves a siznble transven;e area. 
In order to ensure free space propagation, it is essential that all 
potential obstructions along a path are removed from the beam 
centerline by at least 0.6 Fl ,where Fl is the radius of the first Fresnel 
zone at the point of the obstructions. 
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Because refractive bending varies in cycles daily and changes 
erratically at times, the clearance over the intermediate terrain must be 
adjusted to minimize the losses during extreme bending conditions. This 
calls for a path clearance over immediate objects somewhat greater than 
line-of-sight. Nonnally, the beam is bent downward by atmospheric 
refraction. Though , at times, the atmospheric conditions may be such 
that the beam is bent upward, effectively reducing the clearance over 
terrain in the path. 
2. Fading 
Fading is a general tenn applied to loss of signal as seen by the 
radio receiver at its input. The term is intended to apply to propagation 
variables in the actual radio path. 
The actual fading is the change in path loss between the 
transmitter at one station and its receiver at the following station. These 
changes in path loss have to do with atmospheric conditions and the 
geometry of the path. 
The effect of fading on radio paths is l;l1uch greater than the 
attenuation variables of open wire and cable carrier systems, which are 
primarily due to the effect of temperature variations in the metallic 
medium. Radio fading is caused by refractive, diffractive, and reflective 
effects in connection with the atmosphere and flXed objects. Fading can 
result in defocusing, blocking, and sometimes cancellation from multiple 
paths of varied lengths, due to the resultant variation in phase angles on 
arrival at the receiving antenna. 
Although the atmosphere and terrain over which a radio beam 
travels have a modifying effect on the loss in a radio path, there is, for a 
given frequency and distance, a characteristic loss. This loss which is 
known as the free space loss increases with both distance and frequency. 
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Tile source of greatest loss in a typical radio transmission path is trcc-
space loss (FSL) resulting frum tile propagation of tile transmitted signal of 
frequency (F MHz) ovcr tile distance (D) in statute miles bt:tween EIRP and 
n:ceivingantennae_[ref. 18, p. II] 
Changing from 20hz to 8Ghz can have a great affect on the FSL. 
For example, the existing microwave 
shot from Monterey to Mount 
Umunhum is 38.06 miles, As we can 
see in Table 9, the average loss from 
changing to 8GHz is 12.1 dB. [Ref. 
18, p. 11] 
This loss, in addition to the 
Tabl" 9: FMJI, VS FSL Loss at 38mi 
IMIIM 
1,736 38.06 132.98 
1,843 38.06 133.5 
7,500 38.06 145.69 
other variables, indicates the current site locations within the BACS 
system must be re-eva luated for operation at the higher frequency. 
3. Atmospheric Effects 
For frequencies below about 100 GHz, attenuation caused by 
snow, hail and fog can gencrally be expected to be significantly less than 
rainfall attenuation for most regions of the earth . Under this 
circumstance, design considerations for fading margins required for 
prccipitat ion attenuation can be based on rainfall statistics alone [Ref. 
19]. 
Attenuation of microwave signal due to rainfall along the path is 
present to some degree at all microwave frequencies. At higher 
frequencies the excess attenuation due to rain increases rather rapidly 
and, in the bands above about 10 GHz, is grcat enough to significantly 
affect path length criteria, except in areas of very light precipitation 
[Ref. 20] , 
The degree of attenuation is a function of a number of variables 
including the frequency band, Si7.e and shape of the drops, and the 
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distribution of rain (in terms of its instantaneous in tensity) alon g the 
path . What is im portant is not the total amount of rain wh ich falls over 
an extended period, but rather the maximum instantaneous intensity of 
fall wh ich is rcached at any given moment, and the sizc of the area over 
which the h igh intensity cell extends a t that moment. 
The San Francisco Bay Area average monthly rainfall statistics is 
given in Table 104 . Th is figure reveals that the rainfall is quite intense 
during the winter season. 
Average Monthly Rainfall 
i I 
, --f----+-
Table 10: Average Monthly Rairifall in San Francisoo Area 
4 Counegy of th" San Francisco W"ath~r Forecasting S"rYic~. 
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Two things to bear in mind in connection with rain attenuation 
are: (1) multipath fading does not occur during periods of heavy rainfall, 
so the entire path fade margin is available to combat the rain 
attenuation, and (2) neither space diversity nor in-band frequency 
diversity provide any improvement against rain attenuation. 
In practice, signal attenuation due to fog is usually modest 
compared with the attenuation rates for rain. On rare occasions, the 
liquid-water content can become as high as 0.5 to 1.0 g/m3 in very 
dense radiation fogs. Such fogs can be expected to produce attenuation 
rates comparable to those caused by rain 
Fog which occurs very close to the ground in the early morning, • 
usually in a valley immediately over a small stream, has quite another 
effect. In this case, the normal beam is in the clear, but the surface at 
the fog layer is a smooth strata which forms a good reflector of 
microwave energy [Ref. 191 . 
4. Site Selection 
Terminal sites are normally located at enterprise facilities. 
However, the relay sites are located with emphasis on propagation over 
the intermediate paths, and possible interference from internal or 
external sources. 
The choice of relay sites is greatly influenced by the nature of the 
terrain between sites. In preliminary planning it may be assumed that, in 
relatively flat areas, the path lengths will average between 2S and 35 
miles for the frequency bands from 2-8 GHz. Distances greater than 35 
miles between two sites may cause system degradation. 
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5. Equipment 
The characteristics of the microwave system components to be 
used affect the engineering choices and path performance parameters. 
Thus, the survey engineers must know in advance: 
1. frequency bands to be used; 
2. type of service (analog/digital); 
3. number of channels (both present and future); 
4. performance and reliability criteria desired; 
5. parameters of the microwave equipment to be used (i.e., 
transmitter output power, receiver noise figure, bandwidth, 
etc.). 
Primary considerations during the selection of the microwave radio 
equipment include: 
1. Characteristic of the end-to-end baseband facility, including 
bandwidth, frequency response, loading capability, noise figure, 
and noise performance; 
2. The amount of radio gain available, as determined by 
transmitter power output and receiver noise characteristic; 
3. Operating frequency band, and required frequency spacing 
between radio channels, as determined by transmitter 
deviation, receiver selectivity, and frequency stability; 
4. Primary power requirements and options available; 
5. Supervisory functions available, including order wire, alarms, 
and controls; 
6. Equipment reliability, including availability of redundant 
versions such as frequency diversity, 1-for-N or 2-for-N multi-
line switching, hot standby, or hot standby at trd.flsmitter and 
space diversity at receivers; 
7. Provisions for testing and maintenance. 
Towers have a significant effect on many microwave path 
engineering choices. Prior knowledge of the tower limitations is critical. 
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These include wind, ,weight, and height limitations to name a few. The 
type of waveguide and transmission lines to be used is important, not 
only for their loss characteristics , but also for the degree of impedance 
matching attainable. This effects the echo distortion noise. 
Transmission line characteristics become extremely important with high 
density systems having long waveguide runs. 
The type and the size of the antenna that will be used depends on 
several variables. The most important ones are the gain, the area of 
antenna aperture, and the wavelength at operating frequency. The 
existing.tower must also be considered. 
6. Propagation and Interference 
The final objective for any microwave system is to provide the most 
cost-efficient, distortion-free, and interference-free service continuity for 
the type of service assigned . Overall reliability, or service continuity, 
involves not only equipment failure rates and power failures, but also the 
propagation performance of the individual paths. This involves antenna 
Si7.eS and elevation, frequency or space sepa.rations in diversity systems, 
path lengths, and frequency attenuation relationships. It also includes 
fading margins which, in addition to path parameters, are affected by 
noise figure, transmitter power, and attenuation of waveguide, and filter 
arrangements. 
Distortion may occur in the radio path, but more often it occurs 
due to poor return loss of amplifier components, waveguide filters, and 
antennas . Also the characteristic of sv.ritching devices and/or combiner's 
are involved [Ref. 21]. 
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D. SATELLITE 
The satellites can be classified as "geostationary" or "low orbit" 
depending on their distance to the earth. The distance of geostationary 
satellites to earth turns out to be a disadvantage because of propagation 
delay. This delay is caused by the information traveling a minimum of 
45,000 miles before the data is received by the user facility. Large block 
sues are used to improve efficiency. However, due to the delays 
encountered, recovery of errors in blocks of infonnation becomes lime 
consuming and costly. Therefore, the geostationruy satellite s are not 
suitable for applications that require very short response times. [Ref. 22j 
As an answer to this problem, several consortiums have planned 
extensive low-altitude, thus non-geostationary, satellite communications 
systems. These low-altitude orbits have a much shorter propagation 
delay, which is necessruy for real-time duplex communication. These 
orbits also provide small propagation loss, allowing the use of low power 
and smaller satellites and earth station antennae. 
Most vendors offer three types of service: l)channel-based, 2) 
carrier-based, or 3 ) leased services. Individual channels fo'r services less 
than T-l may be leased while wide band applications are normally 
purchased. 
The author has found two existing commercial satellite systems 
(Inmarsat and AMSC) and three other systems that are in various stages 
of development. Since Inmarsat has been operating since 1982, we will 
discuss it in some detail. We will then briefly discuss the other four 
systems. 
1. The lnmarsat System 
Inrnarsat is an international organization operating the only global 
satellite system for mobile communications. The organization was 
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established in 1979, mainly on the initiative of the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) , with an initial mandate from its 
communications system to serve the maritime community by improving 
communications and the radio-navigation for safety of life at sea and 
efficient ship management. 
Sy convention, the Inmarsat space segment is open for peaceful, 
non-discriminatory uses by ali nations, whether members of Inmarsat or 
not. The organization is required to provide services in all geographical 
areas where there is a need for mobile communications. Coverage now 
exists over the whole globe except the extreme polar regions. 
From Inmarsat's point of view, it is role is clearly divided into two 
I. providing the space segment for instant reliable distress and 
safety; 
2. a general satellite communications for the maritime community. 
Inmarsat has two major satellite communications systems 
designed to provide most of the medium and long range communications 
functions: lnmarsat-A and Inmarsat-C. lnmarsat also offers Inmarsat-E, 
and I-band EPIRB system. 
The lnmarsat system, like most satellite-based communications 
systems, is comprised of three segments: 
1. the space segment; 
2. the ground control facilities; 
3. the end-user's Mobile Earth Station (MES), also known as Ship 
Earth Stations (SES) in the maritime environment. 
Space Segment: 
The space segment is p lanned, procured, maintained, and 
operated by lnmarsat, and financed by the Inmarsat Signatories. 
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Inmarsat started commercial operations in February 1982 with leased 
satellite capacity from Comsat General, lntelsat and the European Space 
Agency (ESA). 
In 1982, Inmarsat launched its own satellite system 
composed of four satellites built by British Aerospace and Hughes 
Aircraft. Each of these new satellites has a total L-band EIRP of 39 dB,.. 
transmitted though a single global beam enough to support more than 
250 Inmarsat-A type channels. Each satellite was designed for a ten-
year life mission in orbit and should be available for service well beyond 
the year 2000. 
In 1991, Inmarsat signed a contract with a consortium led 
by GE Astro and Marconi Space Systems to procure a first batch of four, 
third-generation satellites (Inmarsat -3). These represented the most 
technologicaIly advanced mobile satellite developed at the time. Each 
Inmarsat-3 satellite has eight times the L-band power of an Inmarsat-2 
satellite (i.e. , 48 dB...· compared 39 dB,..). Tn addition to global beam 
coverage, each Inmarsat-3 satellite provides coverage to four or five 
transmit-and-receive spot beams at L-band. The first of these satellites 
was scheduled for delivery in late 1994. 
b. Land Earth Stations: 
A worldwide network of gateway Land Earth Stations (LES), 
or Coast Earth Stations (CES) for maritime purposes, provide links for 
the end user, through the satellites, to the terrestrial public switched 
telecommunications network. LES are owned and operated by 
telecommunications authorities, mostly Inmarsat Signatories, which 
provide the mobile services to the end users. 
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Mobile Earth Stations: 
The Mobile Earth Station (MES), Known as Ship Earth 
Stations (SES) in the maritime environment, are obtained from a number 
of manufactures and are commissioned by lnmarsat to utilize the 
system. 
At present, there are hvo families of Tnmarsat satellite 
communications equipment available to mariners. Inmarsat-A is the 
larger and more versatile, offering voice, data, facsimile and telex-based 
communications. Inmarsat-C terminals are smaller and offer text and 
data messaging at lower speeds. 
2. American Mobile Satellite Corporation (AMSC) 
The AMSC was established in 1988 and has been licensed by the 
Federal Communications Commission to provide mobile satellite services. 
As Figure 19 shows, AMSC coverage includ es most all of North America, 
extending approximately 200 miles out to sea. 
AMSC services are provided through one satellite in 
geosynchronous orbit 22,300 miles above the equator at 101 0 West 
Longitude. AMSC also has an agreement with a sister Canadian 
company for backup satellite coverage, in case of failure. The satellite 
uses six spot beams and 30 MHz of L-band spectrum to provide 





private network transmissions from anyv .. here in North America. This 
band is also used for the satellite uplink gateway located 14 miles from 
Reston, VA. A diversity uplink site is provided under an agreement with 
Washington International Teleport. The two site are connected by a full -
time analog fiber optic circuit leased from Bell Atlantic. [Ref. 23) 
AMSC 'will offer voice, fax, and switchcd data scrvices in the 
following four areas: 
1. satellite telephone service: consists of satellite-only tclephone 
service; 
2. satellite roaming service: extends cellular services to all 
coverage areas. Subscribers place calls via cellular network 
when traveling in cellular coverage area. Outside of coverage 
area, calls are processed via satellite [Ref. 24, p. 6) ; 
3. fleet management services: in addition to above mentioned 
services, fleet management provides nationwide voice dispatch 
and position location services. These services are available to 
maritime, ground vehicles, aviation, and fixed sites. 
4. private network capacity: offers satellite capacity, switched 
service and network management. to private network 
customers .. 
3. Prospective Satellite Projects 
The Iridium System: 
A consortium led by Motorola plans to launch 66 low-earth 
orbiting satellites as part of it is $3.4 billion Iridium effort; it is expected 
to provide 2.4 kilobit/sec data transmission to mobile users. [Ref. 25, p. 
8361 
b. Teledesic System: 
A consortium led by Microsoft and McCaw Cellular plans to 
launch 840 low-orbit satellites delivering voice, data, and video services 
at speeds up to 16 kilobit jsec. [Ref. 25, p. S36] 
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G/oba/Star System: 
Supported by Loral Corp., Qualcomm Inc., and PacTe1 Corp., 
Globalstar plans on launching 48 low-orbit satellites in 1998. At a cost 
of$275 million, they plan to offer data transmissions at 9.6 kilobit/sec. 
[Ref. 25, p.S36] 
E. WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY 
A wireless network providing alternative routing for the VHF 
National Distress System would provide the required duplexing features 
and could be an innovative approach. A standby cellular and satellite 
alternative routing system, such as the one illustrated in Figure 20, has 
been proposed by the American Mobile Satellite Corporation for 
alternative routing. Tn the event of leased-line failure, switching 
equipment would attempt to re-establish the VHF NOS link via the 
cellular network. If this link could not be established, the switching 
equipment would then re-establish the link using the AMSC satellite. 
Corporate owned cellular telephone systems operating in the San 
Francisco area theoretically encompass all the CG facilities in the area. 
Figure 21 shows the San Francisco Bay area coverage for Cellular One 
Tnc .. This existing cellular system has numerous overlapping cells with 
emergency power services immediately available. Information concerning 
the actual operational availability of the individual cellular companies is 
treated as "corporate secrets"; they are, however, considered to be at 




F<(j'HC 21 : Cellular-One Coverage of/he San Fmnri,;co Area 
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A v.ireless telephone network could bc quickly expanded during 
emergencies to fac ilitate the required communications between CG 
command centers and on-scene commanders. It could also be designed 
to aid in the relocation of command resources in the event of failures or 
during an emergcncy, such as an earthquake. 
Although this technology has never been used by the CG in this 
manner, the alternative deserves to be fairly evaluated. 
F. CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this chapter has been to review some of the basic 
communication services, protocols, and technologies available today. It 
is in tended to give the design team an initial understanding of the 
technology that is available today and where technology is headed 
tomorrow. 
Although developed separately, many companies have developed 
interfacing schemes that allow various standards and transmission 
media to be integrated into a single WAN. 
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VII. SYSTEM MIGRATION 
A. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter covers phases five and six of the Structured Approach 
Model. In the fifth phase, "Develop Migration Candidates," we will 
discuss the factors involved when developing a \ist of alternative 
migration paths that can be used to reach our target architecture. In 
phase VI, "Select Migration Path," we will discuss some useful 
methodologies to help us determine the most cost-effective configuration 
from the list of alternatives and analyze our projects' level of sensitivity to 
change. 
In the previous chapters we used the three views to help us 
visuali7.e aspects of the project we may have otherwise overlooked. In the 
author's opinion, the "organizational~ and "functional" views during these 
two phases mainly serve as "checklist" reminders. This reminds us to 
check that any changes to business processes, and that all functional 
requirements, are implemented within each alternative. On the other 
hand, the physical view begins to take form as we move from standards 
and technical capabilities into the actual details of alternative 
confIgurations. Therefore, our discussion of these two chapters will 
develop around the required tasks, rather than the views being used at 
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B. DEVELOP MIGRATION CANDIDATES 
1. Limiting the Number of Migration Paths Considered 
There are a number of factors that can be varied, each of which 
could affect the final network configumtion. Some of the factors that can 
vary between possible candidates include: 
1. the level of functionality attained for "should have" and "nice to 
have" requirements (this goes for both the users systems and 
the telecommunications network); 
2. the timetable for implementing the various technical 
capabilities; 
3. the technologies used for implementation; this includes the 
users systems, telecommunications transmission media, and 
type of netv.'Ork management software chosen. 
The number of candidate migration paths is the product of the 
following equation: 
I -~ n ( ) L. Variations X= Fn 1 Where, 
X = number of candidate migration paths 
F n = number of factors 
Variations"" number of variations for each factor 
Equation 1: Migration Path Alternatives Calcu/ntion 
Each time a factor variation is added, the number of new candidate 
paths increases by a whole magnitude. Therefore, we must find ways to 
limit these variations. Dr. Emery states: 
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Since each alternative examined entails a certain amount of effon, the 
number must be limited to three or four substantially different alternatives. It is 
important, though, that they encompass a wide range of characteristics so that 
attractive options will nut be overlooked. 
AI the low end of the range, a bare minimum design should aim only at 
satisfYing the "must have" user needs (with perhaps some of the more eost-
effective "should haves" thrO\\l1 in for good measure). A high-end system 
should meet most ofthe "should have" and many ofthe "nice to have" 
requirement~. This wide range is quite likely to bracket the design that provides 
the best balance between cost and benefits. [Ref. 27, p. 232] 
Although any limitation increases the risk of overlooking the one 
optimal candidate path, by using cornman-sense and deliberation to 
make and apply assumptions, the design team should be able minimizc 
both the factor variations and this associated risk. All assumptions 
made, induding factors leading to the assumptions, should be recorded 
in the project folder. Ifthcre me no communicable reasons for reaching 
an assumption, record this fact. There is nothing wrong with this, as 
long as a consensus is reached. What is important is collecting and 
tracking the thought process bchind the decisions; this is for team-
learning, not for criticism. 
Some methods suggested for limiting thc number of factor 
variations include: 
1. Limit Functional Requirement Variations: As suggested by 
Dr. Emery, abovc, the design tcam can begin by agrccing to two 
designs, onc that lies at thc low end of thc functional scale, one 
at the high end. Once the cost-effectivcness analysis has bcen 
completcd using these two designs, the design team can 
compare the additional benefits gained from the high-end 
configuration to the incremental costs between the two 
configurations. Depending on the outcome of the comparison, 
management can dccidc if the marginal return on the additional 
expenditure is equal to , or greater than, the marginal return of 
the best use of thc additional rcso urces . 
2. Limit Timetable Variations: The design team can agree to one 
initial timetable for implementing the various tcchnical 
capabilities. Once a final configuration is agrced upon, the 
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implementation timetable can be re-evaluated to take advantage 
of any efficiencies offered by that particular configuration. 
3. Limit Technology Variations: A standards-based target 
architecture was developed in Chapter 5. The design team 
must choose a transmission media (including the component 
configuration to implement it) and a network management 
system that provides the optimal migration path to reach the 
target architecture. The available alternatives for each of these 
will be ranked later in this chapter using FOM. However, 
certain alternatives may be ruled out early using known 
limitations, or initial cost data. Using the BACS as an exrunple, 
we know that analog microwave will not meet our set 
requirements as a transmission media. With minimal research 
effort, some available network management applications may be 
ruled out, due to costs or for lack of required network 
troubleshooting features. 
2. Specific Site Alternative limitations 
The physical sites involved in most telecommunications projects 
vary greatly. Some of these variations willlimit the technical a lternatives 
available at particular sites. For instance, suppose that cellular links are 
being considered as a major contender for system redundancy. However, 
we assume (or know) that cellular capability is not available at 10% of 
the sites. Rather than throwing this in as another variation, it would 
simplify the process if we complete the cost-effectiveness analysis before 
considering these specific variations. Once the cost-effectiveness 
analysis has ranked our technical alternatives, and cellular has been 
chosen, we can consider altering our plans for specific sites to overcome 
any limitations . 
Limitations can affect scheduling, such as weather restricting site 
access t.Q given times of the year. Other site limitations could include 
civil engineering aspects (e.g., building codes and restrictions, space, 
power), radio spectrum availability, utility access, and so forth . Unless 
these restrictions apply to a large percentage of the sites, they should be 
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considered after the initial cost-effectivcness analysis. The design team 
will havc to decide the percentage of sites that must be affectcd before a 
restriction is allowed to effect the configuration used for the initial cost-
efTectiveness analysis. 
C. COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
1. Introduction 
Many of the concepts presented in this section have been taken 
from the thesis of Cdr Robert Wilson [Ref. 28, Ch. 5-61. 
The purpose of performing a cost effectiveness analysis (CEA) is to 
quantify the costs and effectiveness of network alternatives in a manner 
that allows the alternative with the best overall cost-effectiveness to be 
singled out. 
Cost-effectiveness relates to the measure of a system in tenus of 
mission fulfillment (system effectiveness) ... True cost-effectiveness is 
impossible to measure since there are many factors that influence the operation 
and support of a system that cannot realistically be quantified ... thus, it is 
common to employ specific cost.effectivenessjlgures a/merit (FOM) ___ to 
allow comparison of alternatives on the basis of the reMive merits of each. I Ref. 
36, p. 136] 
Detailed definitions for costs and effectiveness will be given in sections 4 
and 5. 
The vast majority of CG telecommunications projects will have 
program costs of less than $30 million. Therefore, these projects will 
normally be categorized as "j III" (Ref. 29, p. 21 under the DOD project 
definitions and "Level IV" under the DOT project definitions. These 
project definitions allow the project managers to choose the tools they 
feel are best to implement a project of this size. 
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Although a CEA is not mandatory, it is a very effective tool and well 
worth the effort required. Application of CEA techniques assists the 
decision makers in quantifying any necessary tradeoffs and permits: 
1. the various parties to a decision to comprehend the basis for 
each other's conclusions; 
2. decision makers to draw on the intuitions and judgments of 
their staffs without abdicating their decision making 
prerogative; 
3. sensitivity analyses to be made using variations in the 
estimates. [Ref. 30J 
The CG COMDTINST M4 150.2D, "Systems Acquisitions Manual," 
can be a great asset to use while planning and implementing even the 
relatively small Level IV projects. And if unexpected/uncontrollable 
problems crop up, making it impossible to meet schedule, technical , or 
cost projections, it will be reassuring to any project manager to be able to 
demonstrate every effort was made to anticipate problems beforehand. 
2. CEA Overview 
Many methods exist fo r completing a CEA. Some methods deal 
with the lack of tangible benefits better than others. The multi-attribute 
utility method used here was chosen because it measures system 
effectiveness without having to estimate monetary values for the 
intangible benefits provided by the system. It is very difficult to estimate 
intangible benefits for military telecommunications networks because no 
market value can be affixed to the final product. The essential steps of a 
CEA include: 
1. define system objective; 
2. identify essential mission requirements; 
3. list alternatives; 
4. state evaluation assumptions; 
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5. establish effectiveness measures; 
6. evaluate alternatives' overall effectiveness; 
7. develop cost data; 
8. assess effectiveness and cost risks; 
9 . perform cost-effectiveness computations; 
lO.perform sensitivity analysis. [Ref. 31, 32, 33] 
By using the structured approach model, the first three steps have 
already been accomplished. The next seven sections will deal with the 
remaining steps. 
3. State Evaluation Assumptions 
We do not know every detail of the actual demands that will be 
placed on a telecommunications system. Therefo re, in certain areas we 
must make assumptions to fill in the missing details. For instance , do 
we know the actual availability requirements for the system? Generally 
not, but we can assume that anything less than, say, 99% availability 
could seriously tower our mission effectiveness. Anywhere that 
supporting data is not availablc an assumption must be madc. However, 
assumptions should never be made blindly; the attribute should be 
researched and the assumption, along with the reasoning behind the 
conclusion, should be documented . 
4. Establish Effectiveness Measures 
To establish effectiveness measures, first we must define 
effectiveness. Hajek defines effectiveness as: 
... a measure of the probahility that the equipment will be ready and 
capable of perfonning its function and will nut experience failure during its 
mission period. [Ref. 34, p. 219] 
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The func tion s that the equipment, or in our case network, is to 
perform have been spelled out in the requirements. We must now define 
what we mean by ready and capable. These are defined by using figures 
of merit (FOM), also referred to as objectives or criterion. For clarity, we 
will stick to FOM. 
Figures of Merit 
FOM are typically broad in scope. There are various 
techniques for generating FOM. Keeney and Raiffa [Ref. 35, p. 34] 
suggest starting at the overall objective and then begin asking questions. 
For instance, our overall objective for a telecommunications netvmrk 
could be stated as, "our objective is to provide a telecommunications 
nehvork that MIl meet the users requirements and expectations in the 
most efficient manner possible.~ Now, the question would be, "what 
characteristics are necessary to meet our objective?" These 
characteristics, or FOM, would include [Ref. 35 for 1-4J: 
1. Reliability: The probability that a system or product v.'"ill perform 
in a satisfactory manner for a given period of time when used 
under specified operating conditions; 
2. Maintainability: The ease, accuracy, safety, and economy in the 
performance of maintenance actions; 
3. Manability: The human element and the interface(s) between the 
human and machine; 
4. Supportability: The composite of all considerations necessary to 
assure the effective and economic support of a system 
throughout its programmed life-cycle; 
5. Interoperability: The communications methods between 
machines that provide accurate and reliable access, 
interconnection, and transmission of data without affecting the 
applications that are running. [Ref. 8, vol. 4, p. F -9] 
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The various FOM will normally influence system 
effectiveness at different levels. To compensate for this , each rOM is 
weighted to equate its contribution. 
By asking the question, "what do we mean by the rOM?," the 
FOM can be further broken down into more specific, measurable, areas 
known as measures aJperformance (MOP), sometimes referred to as 
attributes. 
b. Measures of Performance 
A MOP should be both comprehensive and measurable. A 
MOP is comprehensive if, by knowing the level of a MOP in a particular 
situation, the decision maker has a clear understanding of the extent 
that the associated FOM is achieved. A MOP is measurable if it is 
reasonable both (a) to obtain a probability distribution for each 
alternalive over the possible levels of the MOP - or in extreme cases to 
assign a poin t value - and (b) to assess the decision maker's preferences 
for different possible levels of the MOP. For example, in terms of a utility 
function or in some circumstances, a rank ordering. [Ref. 35, p. 39] 
Let's take the FOM ~maintainability" as an example. What are the 
characteristics? Blanchard and Fabrycky state the most commonly used 
maintaina bility MOP include: 
1. Mean corrective maintenance time (also known as, mean time to 
repair); 
2. Mean preventive maintenance time; 
3. Median active corrective maintenance time; 
4. Mean active maintenance time; 
5. Maximum active corrective maintenance time; 
6. Logistics delay time; 
7. Administrative delay time; 
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8. Maintenance downtime; 
9 . Mean time between Maintenance; 
10. Mean time between replacement. [Ref. 36, p. 375] 
Notice that some of the MOP listed above overlap (i.e., #4 '" 
Average[#2 + #3]) . The final set of MOP chosen for each FOM, however, 
must be non-redundant. Other desirable properties of the fmal set 
include complete, operational, minimal, decomposable (for defmitions see 
Ref. 35, sec. 2.4.1]. 
Here again, the various MOP will normally affect the FOM at 
different levels. Therefore, each MOP is also weighted to equate its 
contribution to the FOM. 
Calculation of Overall Effectiveness 
Now that the FOM and MOP have been defined and assigned 
weights, overall effectiveness can be calculated. Table 11 is an example 
summary table of system effectiveness. Table 2 totals FOM values. 






Eqrmtwn 2 ' F(qp.1re of Meril Calculutivn 
i(FOMi*FOMiWeight) 
Effectiveness =" -,' ---0--- -
i(FOMiWeight) 
, 
equation 3: Effectiveness Calculation 
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~ ble 11 MOPR I ndFOMExpected. ~ I 
" 
a 'ngsa aues 
ACCURACY MOPWei ht Alter.#l Alter. #2 
U date Rate 4 5 6 
Latcnc 4 5 4 
Reference Sta. 2 5 5 
ACCURACY Weill ted: Total 5 5 
AVAILABILITY MOPWei.ht Alt«.': Alt .2 
Deoendab ility 10 5 5 
EM! Resistance 3 5 5 
MP & Obs. Res. 2 5 3 
lana. Var. Res. 5 5 4 
Graceful Dee:rad. 5 5 3 
AVAILABILITY We bted: Total 5 4 .24 
COVERAGE M P W ' h I • .2 
HHA Coastal 10 5 5 
Ocean Phase 5 5 5 
Inland Waterwa 5 5 9 
COVERAGE We bted: Total 5 6 
INTEGRITY MOPWei.h .lter # Ilte" '2 
Timeliness 4 5 4 
Index of Safety 6 5 5 
INTEGRlTY We' bted: Total 5 6 
ADAPTABILITY W' r. #1 I , .. 
In temational 3 5 3 
Interae:encv 3 5 7 
Technical Flex. 6 5 7 
0 n S s. Int. 3 5 5 
Spectral Eff. 6 5 5 
Institutional 6 5 3 
ADAPTABILITY We ' bted: Total 5 5 
Table 12' T<.>lal Weighted FOM Effectiveness Examp/R 
roM FOM Alter.II Alter. '2 





OVERALL WTed Effectiveness 
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5. Develop Cost Data 
Two of the main factors that affect project costs are the system 
elements (including support) and the project schedule. To provide 
accurate estimations, the system elements must be broken down to a 
detailed level and include the total life-cycle costs. The schedule will 
affect cost estimations depending on the demand it places on resources 
and due to the time-value of money. 
Estimating Tools 
Many tools exist that can help us detail both system 
elements and project schedules. Two of the more important tools include 
the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and the Program Evaluation and 
Review Technique (PERT). 
The WBS gives us a components view. It is used to break 
complex systems down into subsystem and component levels that can 
more easily be evaluated. A siInplified example of a WBS can be seen in 
I-lgure 22. Each WBS element represents an identifiable item of 
hardware, software, data set, or service [Ref. 37, Encl. 3, p. 2]. Each 




The PERT assists project organizing and estimating from an 
activities perspective. This tool helps us in the following areas: 
1. Define the Activities. Tasks to be performed. 
2. Define Activity Relationships. Identify predecessor/successor 
and lead flag relationships (finish to start, start to start, and 
finish to finish) among tasks. 
3. Obtain Time Estimates. Estimate the time (duration) 
necessary to perform each activity. 
4. Incorporate External Constraints . Determine schedule 
constraints such as mandatory completion dates, intermediate 
milestone dates, contractual delivery dates, or interfaces with 
other projects . 
5. Incorporate Resources Data. Apply constraints on availability 
or resources such as labor, material, equipment, machines, and 
funds to develop a feasible network that can ~ achieved within 
resource limitations. 
6. Establish a Baseline Schedule. Assign specific calendar dates 
to activities (and their resources) and issue as a baseline work 
plan. Identify activities on the critical path. The baseline 
schedule must be consistent with the technical and project 
baseline. 
7. Planning the Schedule . The project manager should identifY 
and schedule near-term tasks (those to be performed within 12-
18 months) in more detail and long term tasks ... in lesser 
detail. [Ref. 37, encl. 3, p. 8] 
b. Life-Cycle Costs 
Each alternative 's cost data must be based on its total life-
cycle costs. As mentioned before, if a telecommunications network is 
planned correctly, there should seldom be a reason to scrap the whole 
thing and replace it all at once . However, the equipment components 
that make up a telecommunications network pass through four stages 
during their life-cycle. These stages, and some of the costs associated 
with the stages, are shown in TabJe 13. If only a portion of a 
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telecommunications network is being replaced, then only the life -cycle 
costs for the alternative sections need be compared, including those 
costs which vary with each alternative (i.e., support, training, etc.). 
Table 13· Life.cyde Stages & Cost Elements 
RESEARCH & PRODUCTION & 
DEVELOPMENT CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
• Planning • Production , Personnel 
• Management , Planning • Consumables 
, Engineering • Management • Facilities 
, Testing , Initial Spares • Support 
• Evaluation 'Training • Maintenance 
• Equipment • Support Equip. • Shipping 
• Facilities • Manuals • Technical Data 
• Testing • Supply Mgmt 
• Engineering , Modification 
• Facilities • Training 
• Support Facilities 
• Initial Transport 





• Data Mgmt 
• Refurbishing 
• Waste Mgmt 
To complete the CEA, all costs throughout the life-cycle must 
be discounted back to their present values in order to view the 
alternatives on an equivalent basis. The present value of yearly costs 
can be computed using the equation for present value, as shown in 
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Equation 4. A discounted rate of 7%, as set by the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) in Circular No. A-94, should be used. 5 
1 PV=F---
(l + r)1 
Where, PV =- present value for year t 
F "" future value 
r '" interest rate 
t ~ number of years from present 
&;uation 4: hesent Value Calculation/or Year r 
For exrunple, to compute the present value for the costs of a network 
with a 12 year life-cycle, Equation 5 would be used. 
1 1 1 1 
PV=F\---l + Fl---2 +F3---3 ... +F12 - --j-l (1+r) (1+r) (l+r) (I+r) 
Where, PV " present value for year t 
F .., future value 
r = interest rate (0.07) 
Equation 5: Example Equation/or 12 Year Life·C.l/cle 
While determining the life-cycle costs, we should try to be as 
thorough as possible; however, we must also take care not to include 
redundant costs in more than one category. 
d. Estimating Pitfalls 
Oncc the estimating process is about compleTe, project 
managers, even seasoned managers with a few projects under their belts, 
• This discount rat~ was last updated January, 1995. It is revised when significant changes in 
interest rates occur 
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should take the time to review the estimating process. Hajek's list of cost 
estimating pitfalls to avoid is shown in Figure 22. 
Cost Estimating Pitfalls 
1 Umissions: Was any significant cost element forgotten? For instance, are 
there any bench checks planned and does the estimate include the 
engineering. material, and other costs for such effort? 
2 . Inaccuracy ofthc work breakdown: Does the work breakdown adequately 
account for all the subsystems and cfforts required of the dcvice'~ 
3 , Misinterpretation of the equipment data or function: Is the interpretation of 
the complexity of the device accurate? Interpretations leading to excesses 
of complexity, or simplicity, will result in estimates that are either too high 
or too low. 
4. Use of wrong estimating techniques: The correct estimating techniques must 
be applicd to the device in question. For instance, the use of cost statistics 
derived from production runs of a similar subsystem and using such figures 
for a prototype device which requires engineering and/or development will 
invariably lead to excessively low estimates. 
5 Failure to identify and concentrate on major cost elements: It has been 
statistically established that for any piece of equipment (or system), 20 
percent of the subsystems will account for 80 percent of the total cost 
(Pareto's Law of Distribution) , Thc point is that project engineers should 
concentrate their time ilIld effort on the high-cost subsystems in order to 
enhance their chances for establishing an accurate cost estimate. 
6 Failure to assess and prouide for risks: By its nature a prototype device 
involves engineering and design effort that must be breadboarded and 
bench tested for verification. Such tests usually involve an expenditure of 
effort. to redesign and refme. 
Figure 23: Cost Estimntinq Pitfol/s IRef 34. p . 62} 
Ii) 
6. Risk Assessment 
Proper projr:ct management requires that we evaluate what impact 
our decisions may have on increasing or dccreasing t ht: chance, or risk, 
that future problems will occW', This section will discuss the different 
perspectives of risks, the elements of risk, and the analysis of risk. 
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The Three Perspectives of Risk 
There are three perspectives to risk, all of which must be 
considered to fully comprehend the effects an element of risk may have 
on a project. The three perspectives are : 
1. potential magnitude of loss (how much we may lose); 
2. chance of loss (probability of a loss occurring); 
3. exposure to loss (how much can we afford to lose). [Ref. 38, p. 
24J 
For instance, suppose we identify the schedule fo r 
microwave installation as containing an element of risk. If we stay with 
the currently planned installation crews, there is a chance that the 
schedule could be affected by winter weather. If we increase the crew 
size, project costs will increase. We must consider it from the three 
perspectives: 1) how much time may we lose?, 2) what chance is there 
the schedule will be delayed (very slim/very great)?, 3) if the loss occurs, 
can we afford it? If any of the three components are at levels that cannot 
be accepted, we must find a way to decrease the risk. 
b. The Elements of Risk 
The Defense Management Systems College Publication, ~Risk 
Management, Concepts, and Guidance," identifies five elements of risk: 
Cost, Schedule, Technical Performance, Programmatic, and 
Supportability. The first three are defined as basic elements. Table 14 
contains some of the sources for the five risk element. Each of the 
applicable elements should be evaluated using the three perspectives. 
Risk Analysis 
Risk analysis must be completed for both life-cycle costs and 
effectiveness values. 
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During this phase of the project (alternative selection), the 
risks affecting life-cycle costs should be estimated in dollars for 
comparison purposes. The affects of these risks can nonnally be 
estimated in either personnel or equipment costs. With a little effort, 
these can be culminated into a final monctary estimation. These costs 
are normally stated w ith a plus/minus percentage, where the value falls 
within two sigma (95% confidence interval) . 
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Analyzing risks on the effectiveness side, and then 
convertin g them into monetary values, or other sealeable values, is a 
different story . In some cases, with a lot of work, experience, and skill, 
this is may be possible; however, in most cases it is not. The very act of 
converting these estimated risk values into a single value suggests a 
much higher level of accuracy than is available. suppose an analysis has 
been completed and the risk converted into a value of $48,000 ± 20%. 
Once givcn to the decision-makers, the first questions asked will include: 
1. what is the basis for these values? 
2. What certainties are the estimates based on? What 
uncertainties? 
3. Has the methodology used been proven accurate in the past? 
Howaccurate? Were the conditions similar? 
These are difficult questions to answer, let alone defend; but 
if a decision-maker is going to make informed decisions and be held 
accountable for these decisions, they need to understand where the 
figures came from. 
Another alternative, as explained by Dr. James Eme:ry6, 
appears to be much more appropriat.e, as well as convenient. He states 
that if the decision-makers are going to make the decisions, their real 
need is the information on which to base those decisions. He suggests 
documenting the applicable information in a concise paragraph form, 
along with the analyst's perspective of the situation. In this manner , the 
decision-makers are supplied with all the pertinent data and can decide 
for themselves what the possible levels of risk \I,'ill be. 
6 As per convert;ation with ProfeS!<M E,nery on December 6. 1995 
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7. Cost Effectiveness Computations 
Once the effectiveness , life-cycle costs, and monetary risk values 
have been calculated, a cost-effectiveness summary table can be formed 
Table IS is an example of such a table. 
Table 15: Cost lo1Jectiverwss Summflry,J Table 
Alternative '* 1 Alternat ive 1#2 
Ove rall Effe ctiveness 5 .0 4 .835 
Life-Cycle Costs ($K) 109, 148 190,290 
Cost Risk ± 21,830 ± 47,572 
8 . Sensitivity Analysis 
Su ppose the analyst has completed a CEA and the final numbers 
show a lternate ~X" to be the most cost -efficient. To complete this CEA, 
we have had to make assumptions, estimate costs, estimate usage, and 
make a host of other educated guesses, all of which affect the outcome of 
the final numbers. 
The pUflJose of the sensitivity analysis is to help us understand 
just how sensitive our final numbers are to relativcly small changes in 
our assumptions and estimates . To measure sensitivity, normally only 
one variable is changed at a t ime and the effects measured and recorded; 
however, if a variable that has other variables dependent on it is 
changed, then all of the dependent variable values should be changed as 
well. For example, if "per hour" leased-line charges vary with usage, then 
the values for both usage and "per hour charges" should be varied at the 
same time. Sensitivity analyses can be used to measure the effects of 
both controllable and uncontrollable input variables. 
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With the advent of modern spreadsheet products, a sensitivity 
analysis can be completed very quickly. It is recommended that all CEA 
computations be completed using a worksheet application . 
D. THE BACS MIGRATION 
With the wide range of site types, site locations, site 
telecommunications requiremen ts, and the like, the final network will 
mosllikely use several types of transmission media. For example, some 
sites already have leased lines installed . The requirements for some of 
these sites will never rise above the service already provided. Therefore, 
there is no reason to replace these links with different technology. 
On the other hand, some remote sites now operating over 
microwave require redundancy. Even if microwave is found to be the 
most cost-efficient technology for these sites, a secondary technology will 
likely be required for the redundancy. This example shows the extent to 
which the standards, applications, and components chosen must be kept 
vendor and technology-independent for as long as possible. 
The biggest challenge with using a CEA with the RACS project 
could possibly be limiting the n umber of alternative migration candidates 
to be considered . The project managers must find a method to limit 
candidatcs without excluding th ose that could end up being the best 
alternatives. 
E. CONCLUSION 
The CEA is a very useful tool. It provides the organizational 
procedures to insure that our estimations arc as concise as possible . 
One must remember, however, that it is only a tool; and the quality of 
the fmal product depends as much on the craftsman and the material 
(data) used, as it does on thc tool. 
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VIII. SUMMARY 
Before summarizing the phases discussed in this paper> let's 
discuss the last two phases, "Implement System Plan," and "Maintain 
System Process." By excluding them from the content of this paper in no 
way suggests they are less important than the others. In fact, the first 
six phases only build the solid foundation on which the actual project, 
contained in the last two phases, is built. 
The procedures used during the Implement System Plan phase will 
vary greatly depending on the cost, schedule, type of contract, and many 
other variables. However, if the previous five phases have been 
completed judiciously, the project officer should be aware of all the 
processes necessary for a successful implementation. The last phase, 
"Maintain System Process," adds an additional dimension in which the 
CG has not operated in the past. There are two main themes behind this 
phase. One is to continue the migration process, upgrading the 
architecture as necessary. It is only due to the recent advances in 
technology that we are now able to incrementally upgrade networks. The 
second theme is based on periodically re-evaluating the network. The 
TAFIM emphasizes that this should be done by reiterating the other six 
phases of the modeL 
Although the procedures in this paper are laid out in a 1-2-3 
fashion, it should be understood that nUmerous iterations of portions of 
the model may be necessary before reaching a level of acceptance by all 
parties involved. Although this can be time consuming and must be 
limited in some manner, it does lead to a better designed product. 
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The BACS Replacement Project is relatively simple from a 
technological view. Howcver. from a functional or organizational 
perspective, the project will be ve ry complex. Gathering, evaluating, and 
tracking the functional requirements of at least 11 different entities 
located at 18 d ifferent sites will not be easy. This provides the design 
team 'with a great temptation to aggregate details to simplifY the problem 
By using the Structured Approach Model, the design team will be 
encouraged to view the project from various perspectives and use either 
the procedures suggested in this paper, or alternative methods for 
tracking and documenting all the pertinent details. 
For an organization to become more efficient and effective as a 
whole, it must learn to apply systems thinking. Procedures and rcward 
systems must be changed to encourage individuals to plan for efficiency 
and effectiveness on the organizationalleveJ, rather than the department, 
division, or command level. 
The Structured Approach Model is one method for applying 
systems thinking to project management. It ensures that the project is 
planned on an organizational level, taking into account the requirements 
and resources of all the entities involved . By examining each of the 
scven phases from the functional, organizational, and physical views, the 
prospect that important details will be overlooked greatly decreases. By 
investing the additional time up front necessary to apply the Structured 
Approach Model, the project team wjll he steered towards a network that 
will benefit the total organization. The network itself \\'i11 he designed for 
greater interoperability, supportability, as well as cost and technical 
performance. 
The Coast Guard must have an effective, interoperable 
telecommunications backbone if its overall efficiency and effectiveness is 
to increase . 
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GLOSSARY 
Access control server - The access control seITer maintains the 
access control lists for each object within the technical 
environment. The access control server determines whether access 
to the requested system object is authorized. 
Applications server - An application server provides a set of standard 
application services to clients. It is a form of packaging an 
application as a commonly used and reusable component of the 
infrastructure . 
Authentication server - Validation of users, nodes, programs, and 
other required objects is performed through the authentication 
server. Secure channels using encryption and/or some form of 
trusted communications provide the linkage between client and 
Batch processing. Batch processing environments are characterized 
by their ability to queue work Uobs) and manage the sequencing of 
processing based on job control commands and lists of input data. 
The results of this processing include updated information flIes or 
databases and often printed reports or special forms that are 
themselves queued as output jobs. 
Broadcast - Broadcasting environments provide one-way audio or 
audio/video communications between a sending location and 
multiple receiving locations. They include the use of private TV 
facilities that can be purchased or leased for corporate purposes. 
Many organizations are taking advantage of these facilities and 
offsetting travel costs for use in corporate announcements and 
product introductions. 
Communications management services - Communications 
management services is another GTE that is used by all of the 
other GTE that want to communicate. This environment 
implements the communications infrastructure consisting of 
various communication servers, name and directory services for 
resolving addresses, and authentication and access control for 
ensuring the appropriate level of security. Thus, all the technology 
associated with communications and connectivity is bundled into 
this environment. 
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Communications server - The communications server forms the 
basis of managing connections between objects in the 
environment. It provides connections between objects indepcndent 
of the physical implementation of the network and ensures 
accurate delivery of messages between objects 
Computer conferencing - Computer confereneing environments 
combine the merits o f document creation, E -mail, and 
conferencing by allowing gro ups and subgroups to participate in 
"conferences" via compu ter workstation. These co nferences, 
however , do not occur in real time . The conferees discuss 
proposed topics through interacting over time. Conferees, or 
invited guests, can drop in or out of conferences or subconferences 
at will. The ability to trace the exchanges is provided. 
Conferencing management services - Conferencing Management 
Services supports the real-time exchange of information from one 
or more uscr clients. It permits a user to address a 
communication to any member of a group without needing to know 
exactly who is in the group receive communications from all or 
select ed members of the group without needing to know who is 
currently in the group, and to reply to them in a like manner. 
Cryptographic server - Encryption services for any process are 
provided by the cryptographic server. The cryptographic server 
also manages keys and handles distribution of valid keys among 
the cryptographic servers. A centralized key management server 
may be required. 
Data server - The data server provides data services to clien ts . A 
client will send a request to a data server (sometimes ealled a 
database se rver) and the server will respond with the results of the 
request. The accessing and updating of the data maintained on 
the data server is performed by the data se rver, not by the clien ts. 
Database management services - Database management services 
consist of the servers required for managing fiIes and data within 
the technology environment. It consists of data servers that 
implement databases and file servers that provide local and remote 
access to variou s types o f files. 
Decision support - Decision support environments provide 
interactive modeling ernd simulation tools that allow the u ser to 
ana lyze the effects of alternative decisions . These modeling and 
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simulation tools typically work in conjunction with files and 
databases thaL were created from batch or transaction processing 
environments. 
Desktop or Portable Intelligent Workstations - These serve single 
users and provide personal computing services and access to 
n etwork(s). 
Development services - Development services provide support for all 
aspects of systems delivery including all phases of the development 
life-cycle, prototyping, and end user development. This 
environment interacts with the other GTE to access information on 
the current infrastructure and Lo implement changes and 
enhancements. 
Directory server - The directory server provides a means of finding a 
set of entity attributes based on qualifiers, such as a telephone 
number or other descriptive characteristic. Unlike a name server, 
the searches are often ambiguous and based on a combination of 
attributes. 
Distribution management services - Distribution management 
services support the distribution of messages, transactions, files, 
and any other information between technology environments and 
physical locations. This environment consists of servers that 
implement electronic mail, voice mail, and EDl. It also is tightly 
linked to the communications management services GTE to 
provide the actual communications between components. 
Divisional or Departmental Processing Systems - These provide, 
primarily local users, on-line transaction processing services. 
Document management services - Document management services 
are analogous to infonnation management services, providing 
other environments with the means to access and manipulate 
documents-either text only or some combination of data, text, 
voice, graphics, and image (a compound document). The key 
difference betwt;en these two technology environments today is Lhe 
level at which we can manipulate basic elements of information. In 
infonnation management services, we can access and manipulate 
each field within the file or database. In document management 
services, we generally access the entire file or document using 
application specific formats for manipulating portions of the 
document. For example, the format for a Microsoft Word 
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document is different from WordPerfect; likewise, the way graphics 
is stored in each differs. 
Document processing ~ Document processing environments extend 
the basic capabilities of text processing to take advantage of the 
graphics capabilities of today's workstations and laser printers. 
Consequently, they provide powerful document and presentation 
tools for the end user. 
Document storage & retrieval ~ Document storage and retrieval 
environments are used to retain large volumes of stored 
information in document formats. Originally these systems were 
bascd on microfilm media using film or fiche with spccial readers 
t o magnify thc information. Computer output microfilm (COM) 
systems are used to store computer-generated listings or reports. 
EDI translation server - The ED! translation server interprets the 
content of EDT messages and routes them to the appropriate ED! 
partners. The EDI server works hand in hand with thc mail server 
but needs to interpret thc ED! message to translate it or route it to 
the corrcct recipient. 
Electronic mail - Electronic mail environments support the storage 
and forwarding of directed messages, mail, and other documcnts 
or files between sender and onc or more recipients. They provide 
the sender with facilities to create or defme the messagc(s) or file(s) 
to be sent, use directories and distribution lists for routing 
information, assign priorities, use pre-formatted electronic forms, 
and trace the status of messages sent. 
Electronic publishing - Electronic publishing environments extend 
document creation and production tools to provide formal 
publishing capabilities. This includes incorporation of 
photographic quality images and color graphics, very advanced 
formatting and style features, such as wrapping tcxt around 
graphic objects or pictures, and keITling (overlapping characters to 
optimize spacing). 
Enhanced telephony - Enhanced telephony environments provide 
improved means of using the phone system for interactive a udio 
exchanges between users. Features include call forwarding, call 
waiting, programmed directories, teleconferencing capability, 
automatic call distribution (useful for busy customer service 
areas), and call detail rccording. 
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Enterprise or Corporate Processing Systems - These serve a large 
base of networked users with on-line and batch processing 
services. 
Establishment-based Switching Systems - Premise-based switching 
services Gateways to WAN Associated servers (e.g., IVR, V-Mail). 
Expert systems - Expert systems environments use a type of artificial 
intelligence built with inference engines and knowledge or rule 
bases that take or recommend actions based on presented 
situations and past uexperience." They are used to augment 
human decision-making processes where the uexpertise" or 
thought processes of the decision maker can be defined as rules 
File server - The file server provides transparent access to fLIes from 
workstations and other clients. Unlike a data server, the file server 
provides access and linkages to the file directories and is not aware 
of the contents of the file. Processing of contents of a file needs to 
be performed by the client. The file server does no client-visible 
manipulation of the data within a file. Essentially, the file server 
provides the client with the use of a virtual disk drive and little 
else. For example, in a workstation environment, the workstation 
would perform all the processing on the file. 
Hypermedia - An emerging area for information management is 
hypermedia. Hypermedia provides a highly flexible way of linking 
objects. Over time, documents, images, and other objects could be 
linked in hypermedia databases resulting in the elimination of 
document management services as a separate entity. 
Hypermedia processing - Hypermedia processing is a new 
environment that extends the object-oriented approach to 
organizing and displaying information by utilizing various 
relationships between the stored or created objects. As such, it 
overcomes the limitation of the printed page and allows the user to 
"navigate" through the compiled information based on mixed form 
objects in a manner that is consistent with the needs and 
capabilities of the user, not some fIXed presentation format. 
Inquiry processing - Inquiry processing environments support 
functional area activities requiring interactive selection, extraction, 
and formatting of stored information from files and databases. 
They are used in conjunction with batch and transaction 
processing environments to provide information re trieval using 
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either structured (routine) o r ad hoc (defina.ble) queries . They are 
intended to replace the need for extensive reporting systems by 
providing only needed information on demand. 
Intelligent Wide Area Network System.s - A WAN system capable of 
providing value-added WAN switching serviccs, transparent acccss 
to servers, and WAN management. 
Local Area Network System.s (LAN's)- LAN's connect file servers and 
device scrvers and provide for local transport and resource 
sharing. 
Mail server - The mail server provides mail transfer capabilities for a 
community of users. The basic fW1etion is to support t.he s tore 
and forward of intcrpersonal messages bcuveen users. The mail 
servcr moves mcssages based on the contents of the message 
envelope not thc message's contents. 
Nam.e server - The name scrver provides a means of finding an 
attribute of an entity given the W1ique namc for any ent.ity within 
the technology environment. Entities can be physical componen ts 
(computers, workstations, network nodes) , logical comp:ments 
(application modules, data storage locations), or use rs. 
Presentation server - The presentation server provides presentation 
services for a client application and/ or a person. It creates a 
generic presentation environment that is independent of the 
underlying technology and provides a means for users to interact 
with the technology environment. 
Print server - The print server provides common printing services to 
clients within the environment. The print server provides 
transparency between the client and the physical printer. For 
cxample , differences between different vendors' laser printers 
should be t ransparcnt to the client. 
Real-time control - Real-time control environments support event-
driven processes supporting monitoring and actuation of physical 
proecs~es. For this reason, they are often referred to as sensor · 
based system~. They arc designed to handle and process 
interrupts from a variety of sou rces (typically involvin g some kind 
of sensor device or timer), process associated information through 
some type of capture or control algori thm, and respond, if 
necessary, with an appropriate signal to a control or actuation 
device . 
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Repositories for system construction - A passive repository, such 
as those being introduced by IBM, DEC, and others, can provide 
the dictionaries and system encyclopedias needed for defining and 
constructing application systems and data. This type of repository 
is the essential underpinning of a CASE environment, as it 
provides the basis for storing information at each phase in the 
development cycle and transferring that information from one 
phase to another. 
Repositories for systems management - Another type of repository, 
called the act ive repository, can be used to store system 
information and to dynamically manage the IT environment. For 
example, with the capabilities of an active repository, system 
management services could manage the execution of applications 
to optimize perfonnance and reliability. 
Repository services - Repository services is an emerging GTE that 
will provide the repository environment for managing the 
technology environment and the applications and data stored in 
the environment. The repository can store information about any 
"object" in the technology environment including, but not limited 
to, the physical processors, application modules, data, and 
processing functions. All of the GAE, GTE, components, and 
servers defined in this document would be entities in a repository. 
Sensor monitor/actuator server - The sensor monitor/actuator 
server provides client applications and users with an interface to 
physical devices such as cash dispensers, building monitoring 
systems, or any other device that interacts with physical control 
systems. 
Shared screen teleconferencing - Shared screen teleconferencing 
environments are another newly emerging type of system aimed at 
supporting more effective remote communications in an interactive 
mode between two or more users. They combine an audio 
teleconferencing capability with shared common workstation 
"windows" that are refreshed on every conferee's workstation 
when ever someone displays new material or changes an existing 
display. 
System management services - System management services 
support all activities dealing with the management of the 
computing environment, interacting with all other GTE to provide 
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the management capability to monitor and control the total 
environment. 
"T" or "t" - Designation used to represent the Coast Guard's 
Commaod, Control, and Communications community. Capital t 
represents headquarters staff, while the small t reprcsents "t"' 
personnel assigned to other commands. 
Text processing - Text processing environmcnts support the c reation 
of text documents. They have evolved from the early word 
processing systems of the seventies to be popularized as part of the 
explosive application growth of desktop pcrsonal computers. They 
offer greatly improved editing and revision capabilitics over the 
typewriters that they were designed to replace. 
Time server - A critical need in distributed environments is to make 
sure that time is synchronized throughout the environment. This 
is especially important in d istributed transaction processing 
applications and database environments where logs need to be 
kept synchronized to support transaction backout and recovery. 
Transaction media services - Transaction management services 
implement the environment required for managing transaction 
processing. This environment includes the basic functionality and 
servers required to implement a transaction processing 
application. In today's world, CICS would fit under transaction 
management services. In the future, it is anticipa ted that a 
client/server environment will become the norm. 
Transaction processing - Transaction processing environments 
support on-line capture and proccssing of information in an 
interactive exchange with the user. These typically involve 
predetermined scquences of data entry, validation, display, and 
update or inquiry against a file or database. 
User interface services - User interface services provide the basic 
means for users to in t.eract with the computing environment., 
managing the user interface fo r any class of user interface dcvice 
from a simple charactcr terminal to an advanccd graphic 
workstation. User interface services also provide support for the 
user in navigating through to the appropriate system or server, 
authenticating the user and managing the user's desktop . 
Video processing - Video processing environments support the 
creation of video "productions,~ either as sequential presentations 
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or as interactive presentations, under user .control. They involve 
both video and sound capture and editing, as well as incorporating 
still graphics and title generation capabilities. 
Video teleconferencing' Video teleconferencing extends the remote 
meeting environment to include full motion display of events and 
participants in a bi-direetional manner. Thus, the facial 
expressions and body language of presenters and questioners is 
displayable to all participants in a conference. 
Voice mail - Voice mail environments offer the storage and 
forwarding of voice messages for a designated set of recipients. 
They are usually used as an extension of the phone system to 
provide an alternate to message centers . They typically allow the 
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